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Rosalynn Carter visits Newark Ukrainian parish
NEWARK, N.J. - Recognizing that
New Jersey may well be one of the key
states in the upcoming election, Rosa
lynn Carter visited St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic Parish here on
Monday, October 27, and met with
schoolchildren and senior citizens.
The visit was the first ever by a First
Lady to any Ukrainian institution.
As her motorcade arrived in St.
John's schoolyard, Mrs. Carter was
welcomed by over 100 enthusiastic
pupils who bore flowers and placards
greeting the First Lady.
Eighth-grader Larissa Woroch had
the honor of expressing official greet
ings on behalf of the schoolchildren and
presenting Mrs. Carter with a bouquet
of flowers. A chorus of "Mnohaia Lita"
followed.
,
,t
A welcome was also extended by
Sister Neonilia, school principal, the
Very Rev. Michael Kucbmiak CSsR,
pastor of St. John's, and his assistants,
the Revs. Demetrius Byblow, John
Syrota and Michael Peretiatko. Repre'sentatives of the pariSh?s Senior "Citi

zens' Club and Ukrainian Democrats
were on hand as well.
Upon entering the school auditorium
where Ukrainian senior citizens awaited
her, Mrs. Carter received a standing
ovation.
She was accompanied by Jean Byrne,
wife of New Jersey Gov. Brendan
Byrne, and Newark Mayor Kenneth
Gibson.
The guests were introduced by Jo
seph Lesawyer, national chairman of
Ukrainian Democrats, and Mayor
Gibson spoke briefly on the accom
plishments of the Newark-area Ukraini
ans.
In her remarks,.the First Lady asked
voters to re-elect Jimmy Carter, point
ing out that her husband had gained
much valuable experience during his
first four-year term. She said the
country needs the stability and conti
nuity that can be provided only by a
two-term president.
"
Keeping in mind that most of the
audience consisted of senior citizens,
(Continued on page 15)
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Upon arriving, Rosalynn Carter was greeted by eighth-grader Larissa Woroch (in
Ukrainian costume) and (from left) Sister Neonilia, the Very Rev. Michael
Kuchntiak and Joseph Lesawyer.

Three Soviet-affairs experts address topic of decolonization
NEW YORK - Three prominent
specialists in Soviet affairs joined
representatives of six nations enslaved
by the Soviet Union in a symposium
focusing on the question of the decolon
ization 'of the Soviet Russian empire,
which was held here at the Ukrainian
Institute of America on October 23.
The panel discussion, which featured,
presentations by Prof. Richard Pipes of
Harvard, Prof. Andrew Ehrenkreutz of
the University'of Michigan and Frank
Shakespeare, formerly of the United
States Information Agency (USIA),
was sponsored by the world congresses
of ethnic communities: the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians, the Con
ference of Free Byelorussians, the
Estonian World Council, the World
Federation of Free Latvians, the Lithu
anian World Community and the
Turkestan National Organization for
Liberty and Freedom.
The conference coordinating com
mittee was chaired by Dr. Walter
Dushnyck, editor of The Ukrainian
Quaterly.
Prior to the start of the formal
lectures, conference organizers held an
hourlong press conference which was
attended by members of the ethnic press
as well as representatives from the Voice
of America and Radio Liberty/Radio
Free Europe. Joining Dr. Dushnyck
and Prof. Ehrenkreutz on the panel
were Dr. Vital Kipel (Byelorussia), Dr.
Bronius Nemetskas (Lithuania), Dr.
Ian Zaprudnik (Byelorussia), Sultan
Mansur (Turkestan) and Paul Saar
(Estonia).

Zenon Snylyk, editor-in-chief of Byelorussian historian, but admitted
Svoboda, asked Prof. Ehrenkreutz how that the Helsinki movement had not
he would reconcile the inherent con really caught on in that nation. In
tradiction in advocating the decoloniza addition, they noted that there has been
tion of the USSR and yet accepting the a marked increase injhe persecution of
Helsinki Accords, which, along with Protestants in Byelorussia, and that
human-rights provisions, also contain labor unrest has been growing, particu
'guarantees of the inviolability of exist larly in the capital city of Minsk, a
ing borders and assurances on Euro center of the communications industry,
which was hit by a labor strike last
pean security.
Calling the apparent contradiction a summer.
"question of semantics," Prof. Ehren
Following Mr. Mansur's comments
kreutz reiterated his belief that the on growing Moslem unrest in Soviet
principles of decolonization and human Asia after the invasion of Afghanistan,
rights are inseparable. Dr. Dushnyck Dr. Dushnyck elaborated on the situa
pointed out that the right to national tion in Ukraine, noting that most of the
self-determination is included in the Helsinki monitors are either imprisoned
Helsinki agreement.
or in exile. He also described the recent
A representative from the Voice of Soviet tactic of rearresting dissidents on
America asked members of the panel to criminal charges. Dr. Dushnyck also
report on any information concerning chided America's policy of non-inter
vention in what is deemed the Soviet
dissent in their respective nations.
sphere of influence.
Speaking about the human-rights
Following the press conference,
movement in Estonia, Mr. Saar assert
ed that resistence to the Soviet regime is organizers and members of the press
still strong in Estonia. He recounted a proceeded to an upstairs meeting room
recent demonstration by 2,000 students for the start of the lecture program. In
in Tallinn, the Estonian capital, which his opening comments, Dr. Dushnyck
was brutally suppressed, by government welcomed the speakers and greeted the
police and mentioned reports of recent nearly 60 guests, many of whom were
labor unrest in many Estonian industri representatives of various ethnic com
munities.
al centers.
The podium was then turned over to
Dr. Nemetskas described the persecu
tion of the Catholic Church in Lithu UNA Supreme President John Flis,
ania and noted that there are at least 10 moderator of the panel discussion, who
samvydav publications currently being noted that despite "the pretentious title
of the conference," decolonization of
circulated in Lithuania.
The Byelorussian representatives the Soviet empire was, in fact, a very
described the recent arrest of a noted real concern of all the enslaved nations

and should be of prime concern to the
West as well. Calling the Soviet Union
the "last remaining colonial empire in
Europe and Asia," Mr. Flis praised the
various ethnic groups for their efforts
on behalf of their ancestral homelands.
The first speaker to be introduced by
Mr. Flis was Mr. Shakespeare, current
ly the president of RKO General, who
discussed the relationship between the
communications revolution and na
tionalism.
Drawing a correlation between the
"free flow and volatility of ideas"
brought on by the advent of technologi
cal advances in communications, arid
the disintegration of modern empires
and the rise of nationalism, M r. Shakes
peare noted that the Russian empire
stayed intact primarily because the
Communist regime "interdicted the full
impact of the communications revolu
tion." As the land-based empires, such
as the Ottoman and German, collapsed
after World War I, and the sea-based
(Continued on pate 3)
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Representatives of defensecommitteesShabatura reported to be
under virtual house arrest
attend conference in Tororito
by Roman Kupchinsky
TORONTO - A Conference of
Committees in Defense of Soviet Politi
cal Prisoners was held here September
13-14. Taking part in the conference
were representatives from CDSPPs in
Toronto, Philadelphia, Montreal, New
York, representatives from the Edmon
ton Committee in Defense of Soviet and
East European Political Prisoners and
invited guests from Detroit. Chicago,
Rochester, N.Y., and Ottawa.
Also present were invited speakers:
Ludmila Alekseyeva, the Western re
presentative of the Moscow Helsinki
group; Leonid Plyushch from Paris
representing the Ukrainian Helsinki
group; Helena Szmuness, a Polish
activist who works for the Polishlanguage newspaper Nowy Dziennik in
New York; and Myron Smorodsky, a
Ukrainian American lawyer from New
Jersey and a public member of the U.S.
delegation to the Madrid Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe.
A total of over 60 people took part in
the conference.
Unlike other conferences, this.one
was geared to discuss various aspects of
defense work and not concentrate upon
reports by different committees of what
their respective groups had done. The
nature of defending political prisoners
— in a broader framework — and a
international situation was a key topic
of the conference, along with an analys
is of the situation in Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union.
The first speaker was Marko Bojcun
from the Toronto CDSPP. He present
ed an analysis of the Helsinki Accords,
how they came about, the international
political situation at the time the
accords were signed and the most recent
events which have a bearing upon the
Helsinki Accords and the review meet
ing in Madrid.
Ms. Alekseyeva explained the current
status of the Moscow Helsinki Group,
its aims at this time and its limitations
due to arrests. She said that the group in
Moscow cooperated very closely with
the Ukrainian Helsinki group and with
groups in Armenia and Lithuania.
Mr. Plyushch gave an analysis of the
political situation in Western Europe
and explained which political parties
are favorably aligned with Western
positions in questions of human rights
and defense of dissent in the Soviet bloc.
Mr. Plyushch mentioned that he had
numerous meetings with leaders of
Social-Democratic, Socialist and Chris
tian Democratic parties in Italy,
France, Spain, Portugal, and noted that
some can be asked to support our
positions in questions relating to de
fense work and during the Madrid
Conference.
Ms. Szmuness gave a report on the
situaton in Poland and on how KORKSS operates vis a vis the workers'
movement. Ms. Szmuness said that it
was still too early to make predictions
on how the workers movement will be
resolved and on what role the new free
trade union. Solidarity, will have in
Poland. She also mentioned aspects of
Polish-Ukrainian cooperation and the
Polish dissidents'view of the Ukrainian
question. After her presentation, the
conference of committees sent a mes
sage of support and solidarity to KORKSS.

It was also mentioned that Mr.
Plyushch has become a member of the
editorial board of the Polish samizdat
journal Kritika. and that the Western
representative of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki group. Gen. Pciio Grigorenko.
sent a message of solidarity to Polish
workers during the strikes. His message
was published in the Polish press and
broadcast over Radio Free Europe.
Paul Wilson gave a talk on the
situation in Czecho-Slovakia and the
role that counter-culture groups are
playing in the opposition movement.
According to Mr. Wilson, rock groups,
artists and writers have created a very
favorable situation within the CzechoSlavk opposition - they have expand
ed the limits of dissent to include these
cultural protests against the official
party culture.
The following session was devoted to
legal defense of political prisoners with
the main speaker being Mr. Smorod
sky. Mr. Smorodsky explained that
there are numerous different approach
es to this question and that it is almost
impossible to be a real "defense lawyer"
for an imprisoned Soviet dissident. One
must use different vehicles that are
availabe to a lawyer - meetings of Bar
associations, the International Com
mission of Jurists; pressure can be
applied to different companies dealing
with the USSR and Eastern Europe in
order to have them become more re
sponsive to human-rights needs. Mr.
Smorodsky showed how a group of
lawyers can be effective using the Lev
Lukianenko case as an example. Many
people he said, worked together, one
group prepared extensive documenta
tion on the case, another group gather
ed signatures of lawyers in Lukianenko's defense, others brought up his case
at different international meetings. All
this combined to bring attention to one
political prisoner.
On November 14, the conference
concerned itself mainly with questions
of workers' rights in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. Adrian Karatnycky from the New York CDSPP and
the research director of the A. Philip
Randolph Institute in New York, gavea
presentation on how Western trade
unions have taken an active role in
supporting workers' rights in the East
ern bloc. Mr. Karatnycky gave the
example of the newly formed Polish
Workers Aid fund set up by the AFLCIO and the Sakharov Hearings held
last year in Washington which were also
largely funded by the AFL-CIO.
In the discussion which took place
afterwards the CDSPPs agreed to
continue playing an active role in
defending workers' rights in Eastern
Europe and the USSR and to continue
cooperating with such trade union
organizations as the AFL-CIO, the
League for Industrial Democracy and
other affiliated groups in order to
expand this movement.

NEW YORK - Stefania Shabatura,
Ukrainian artist and political car
toonist, is under virtual house arrest in
Lviv, where she has been residing since
her return from exile, according to the
Ukrainian Supreme Liberation Council
(abroadV
Moreover, it is reported that the 42year-old tapestry weaver has lost her job
as a concierge, and official promises of
employment within her field have not
been fulfilled.
Ms. Shabatura, who was sentenced in
1972 to five years in a strict-regime
camp and three years' internal exile for
alleged "anti-Soviet agitation and

Repressions of Baptists continue
ELKHART, Ind. - The Internation
al Representation for the Council of
Evangelical Baptist. Churches of the
Soviet Union, based in Elkhart, Ind.,
and headed by Pastor Georgi Vins,
reported the following news about
Soviet repression of Baptists.
" On August 18, Mikhail Khorev,
pastor of an independent Evangelical
Baptist church in the Soviet Union, was
sentenced to five years' strict-regime
concentration camp. Pastor Khorev is
completely blind in one eye and has only
10 percent vision in the other eye. This is
the third time that he has been im
prisoned for his faith in Jesus Christ.
His wife, Vera Khoreva, was able to
find him in a prison in Omsk while he
was in transit to the concentration camp
in far eastern Siberia. She reports that
his physical condition is perilous. He
had been badly beaten by the prison
administrators with the wooden bats
that are used to test the soundness of the
prison walls and bars. He has experi
enced drastic weight loss.
Pastor Khorev is en route to the
strict-regime concentration camp near
the city of Yakutsk. This is the same
place where exiled pastor Georgi Vins
spent the last four years of his imprison
ment, and where Vladimir Shelkov,
well-known leader of the Christian
Adventists in the USSR, died early this
year.
" Also in critical health is Baptist
pastor and poet, Nikolai Khrapov, 67,
who was sentenced in Karaganda on
September 30 to three years' strictregime concentration camp. Previously,

the pastor had been sentenced by the
Soviet courts to 47 years'`itmprisonment. This new decision brings his total
sentence to 50 years. Of that total the
Rev. Khrapov has served 26 years in
Soviet prisons and
concentration
camps, for his religious activities.
Khrapov has six children. His wife
died in April shortly after his arrest.
Not long ago two of Pastor Khrapov`s children went to see him at the
prison where he is being held for
investigation. They inform that his
condition is such that he didn't even
recognize them.
" By court order, Maria Drumova
was denied parental rights to her chil
dren in a trial in September. Her
daughter Maria, K2, and son Аіек–
sandr, 4, were taken from her because
she was teaching them about God.
' t Viktor Kosteniuk is in prison for
his faith. His son Vyacheslav is serving
in the army. Neither of them will be able
to return home, since their apartment in
Chernivtsi was taken away.
" Evangelist Nikolai, Kruchinin of
the Moscow area was sentenced to three
years' strict-regime concentration camp
in a court trial September 24-25. This is
the second time that he has been impri
soned ' for his ministry in the inde
pendent Evangelical Baptist Church.
" Vladimir Khailo was committed to
a psychiatric hospital on September 22.
Mr. Khailo is a Christian, the father of
15 children. For many years he has been
requesting permission to emigrate to
any country in the world that provides
religios freedom and permits religious
instruction of children.
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Svoboda

The conference decided that the
CDSPPs will implement the decisions
they made at an earlier conference in
New York: to play an active role in a
press and information office in Madrid
which is being organized by different
U.S. and European human rights and
trade union organizations. A number of
peeple from the CDSPPs will go to
Madrid to work on these projects in`
November. Internal committee ques
tions were also discussed, as well as
sources of funding and future activity.

propaganda" stemming from her de
fense of Valentyn Moroz and other
Ukrainian activists, is currently the
subject of an administrative investiga
tion and must report to the local militia
once a week. In addition, she is forbid
den to leave her home from 9 p.m. to 6
a.m., and cannot leave the city without
special permission.
A member of the Ukrainian Helsinki
group since 1979. Ms. Shabatura, who
served much of her sentence in punish
ment cells in reprisal for her continued
activism in the camp, is reportedly
suffering from stomach ulcers and
vascular dystonia (a circulatory ail
ment).
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Svitlychna speaks on women's movement, related issues
by Ika Koznarska Casanova
Part II
Q: What does the term emancipation mean to you
personally? What is the official meaning?
A: Officially the term signifies the'equality of the
sexes; that is to say, the elevation of the woman in her
rights and opportunities to a footing equal with the
man.
I will not elaborate on the discrepancy between the-^
theoretical formulation of emancipation and its actual
manifestation. In actual fact the concept turns against
itself; i.e., against women, its very subject.
For me personally, emancipation means something
all together different. It does not mean flying with men
into outer space, nor is it the desire to be a Furtzeva in
government (a token woman in various ministries).
For me emancipation means spiritual emancipation.
That is the reason that I do not restrict the concept
exclusively to women. Spiritual emancipation is just as
lacking and necessary for the men in the Soviet Union.
I place spiritual emancipation at the center of my
own and of all human striving and I consider it the
main measure of progress. For me progress is that
which emancipates the individual.
Q: What does religion mean to you? How do you
see the relation between religion and the Church? Is
non-resistance an essential aspect of religion?
A: For me religion is emancipation and liberation,
but this is only so when religion becomes an inner
conviction; otherwise, it is powerless to liberate a
person. Only inner freedom can give that which man is
seeking. Without this sense of inner freedom, whether
it be found in religion or in something else, religion is
powerless to liberate the individual from subjugation,
be it of an external or an internal nature.
In this sense it is hard for me to understand the
conflicts which exist among the various Churches;
there are many misunderstandings among them,
although they all stem from one Christian religion.
For example, the misunderstandings in our Ukrainian Churches - the Orthodox, Catholic and Baptist
— are somehow foreign to me. I haven4 been able,
(admittedly I have not tried hard enough) to understand where the fundamental problem lies. For me
what is essential is that Christianity, Christian morals,
are the basis for all three as well as for other Christian
churches. I see the misunderstandings as a matter of
external differences; that is to say, differences among
the Churches and not of religion as such.
For me the external manifestations of religion
should not always be associated or identified with true
faith. For example, the atheist Leonid Plyushch is, in
my opinion, more of a Christian than many churchgoers. His way of life, his conception of morality and
most importantly, his relation to his fellow man
bespeak a true Christian spirit. Is not the love of God
manifested primarily in the love for one's fellow man?

Three Soviet-affairs...
(Continued from page 1)
empires of France and Great Britain
disintegrated after World War II, Mr.
Shakespeare observed that, by cutting
off the transfer of information and
isolating-h`s people, the Soviet authorities managed, to a great extent, to curb
or control the "verities of nationalism"
and keep their empire whole.
As an example of the USSR's insulation from the outside world Mr.
Shakespeare said that while he was with
the USIA, only 200 Soviet citizens were
permitted to visit the United States.
Shifting the focus of his lecture to
American foreign policy, Mr. Shakespeare noted that American policymakers have continually refused to
exploit the nationalism of ethnic minorities colonized by the Russian government. He recalled that when he was with
the USIA, Voice of America broadcasts
were largely cultural, for it was decided,
that overtly political broadcasts would
go against the spirit of detente.
In closing, Mr. Shakespeare urged

As for the relationship of religion and nonresistance, 1 think that when Christian groups preach
absolute non-resistance they oversimplify the principles of Christian ethics. Love of one's fellow man, the
central concept of Christian ethics, and non-resistance
are not one and the same thing.
Q: How do you see the situation of women in
America? What do you think of the American feminist
movement?
A: It is very hard for me to answer this question
because although I have been in America for two years
now, I have been living in a Ukrainian community and
have come to know only Ukrainian women. Therefore, I can only speak of the Ukrainian women in
America in comparison with the Ukrainian women in
Ukraine. To what extent the former represent the
situation of the American women, I cannot say.
Basing my comments on first impressions, I would
say that the woman is more feminized here than in the
Soviet Union. I dont know whether it can be ascribed
to upbringing, the influence of tradition or some other
factor, but the woman there, today as a hundred years
ago, is still bound by "exclusive" and narrowly
designated duties.
There are first of all, the everyday tasks which
continue to be differentiated into those pertaining to
women and those pertaining to men. For some reason,
those which fall into the women's domain include all
the household chores and the raising of children.
It is considered demeaning for a man to cook, but it
is not considered demeaning for a man to walk past a
woman who is breaking ground with a pickaxe on the
main street of Kiev. This is quite a common occurrence, and although traditionally this is considered to
be a man's job, women perform it excellently in
addition to their so-called women's duties. And this is
considered normal and goes without questioning.
The woman, in her new-found equality with the
man, has gained not so much rights as many additional
duties.
As far as I have noticed, this is not the case in the
United States. Despite the limitations and the
oppressive situation in which women found themselves - which gave rise to the women's movement here, at least in the circles with which I have come into
contact, there is a striking difference in the way
responsibilities and duties are divided and shared by
men and women.
It is quite acceptable here, for instance, for the man
to cook. There, the man who, out of consideration for
his wife, takes upon himself these so-called women's
duties, is the exception.
I think that the problem raised in the almanacs,
especially in "Maria," point out that there the woman
has lost her feminine essence, but not only the woman;
men have also long since lost their masculine essence:
The struggle for equal rights should be, foremostly, the
struggle for the rights lost to both men and women.
I am by no means a female chauvinist. I have great
respect for men and give them their due. But 1 have
noticed from personal experience that when it comes

Nadia Svitlychna
to physical as well as spiritual endurance — in such'
trying situations as imprisonment, interrogation and
camp life — women have often proved themselves to
be stronger than men, contrary to stereotypes which
depict them as the weaker sex.
One of the most difficult and trying aspects of
survival in camp, especially during the long terms, is
getting along with others — something which requires
inordinate patience and tolerance. My term, four
years, is nothing when one considers" that there were
those whose terms lasted 25 years. It is hard to get
through every single day, but it is particularly hard in
these long terms not to become demoralized, not to
lose feelings towards one's fellow man. This is
probably one of the hardest things, and if one is
capable of this — if one can survive even this — then
these people are for me, close to sanctity.
I met such people among women — those who sat
for 25 to 35 years and who I could see had not lost
faith, love for life or respect for people. I met not only
Surovtseva, whom I had already mentioned, bet such
women as Darka Husiak and Kateryna Zarytska. For
me they were and always will remain exemplars of how
one truely, in act and deed, loves his fellow man.
Obviously the problems in America are different,
and the feminist movement here is clearly different
from that in the Soviet Union. In the Soviet Union one
simply cannot consider the women's movement apart
from other issues. The women's movement will
inevitably be connected with the general democratic or
the human-rights movement. In America it is different, because here democracy isn't merely a statement
but a reality which all take for granted and which, I
would say, is not always truly valued.

those present to make the American added that tacit American acceptance
citizenry aware of the varied national of Russification of the captive nations
make-up of the Soviet Union and within the USSR also stems in part
thereby alter the perception that the from the American concept of the
USSR is a homogeneous, Russian "melting pot."
Prof. Pipes also noted that the right
nation.
Prof. Pipes, the Polish-born Soviet- to self-determination also falls under
the
category of human rights, and that it
ologist and advisor to Gov. Ronald
Reagan, also spoke about the nationali- would be morally and politically inapties quesiton and its relation to Ameri- propriate to separate the two concepts.
can foreign policy concerning the Soviet He added that if the Russians do not
willingly agree to decolonize, a crisis
Union.
Noting that the prevalent belief will be imminent.
Prof. Ehrenkreutz, a Polish-Ameriamong many government officials and
scholars seems to be that Soviet "na- can activist and highly decorated vetertionalities are either assimilated or an of World War II, delivered the final
anthropological curiosities," Prof. lecture of the symposium. The bulk of
Pipes stated that U.S. policy is formu- his remarks dealt with the situation in
lated by people who are afraid or refuse Poland.
In his brief address, Prof. Ehrento raise the nationalitieis question.
Moreover, he added that there is a kreutz concentrated on three major
definite split in both U.S. official and areas - - the attitudes of the "politically
public perception of the Soviet Union in conscious" segment of Polish society,
that the Soviet government is viewed as Polish American reaction to the events
an enemy, while the Soviet people are in Poland and pragmatic observations
viewed as friends. This dichotomy, on a decolonization strategy for North
according to Prof. Pipes, is one of the American ethnic groups.
Following
Prof.
Ehrenkreutz`s
reasons that U.S. policymakers refuse
to raise the nationalities question. He speech, the symposium was officially

closed by Mr. Flis, and participants
adjourned for refreshments and informal discussions.
Among those in attendance w a e
Bishop Basil Losten of Stamford,
Conn., and WCFU executive officers
Mykola Plawiuk, president, Ivan Bazarko, vice president, and Wasyl Bezchlibnyk, secretary.

Rally to protest
Soviet domination
NEW YORK - The United Ukrainian American Organizations of New
York, (New York UCCA branch) and
the American Friends of the AntiBolshevik Bloc of Nations will hold a
rally here on November 7 to protest the
genocide of peoples subjugated in the
USSR and its satellites.
The rally marks the anniversary of
the beginning of the Russian Bolshevik
seizure of power.
The rally will begin at 6 p.m. on the
corner of 67th Street and Lexington
Avenue.
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Newark-area Ukrainians protest imprisonment of Shukhevych
IRVINGTON. N.J. - Several hundred Ukrainian Americans, joined by
many local politicians and community
leaders, took part in an October 18 rally
to protest the continued imprisonment
of Yuriy Shukhevych and other Ukrainian political prisoners.
Mr. Shukhevych, son of the late Gen.
Roman Shukhevych (Taras Chuprynka) chief of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army (UPA), has spent 28 years in
Soviet prison camps for refusing to
renounce his father and the cause of
Ukrainian freedom for which he fought.
Following a moleben at St. John's
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Newark,
the protesters, many of them carrying
"placards and banners denouncing Soviet repression in Ukraine, marched to
the Irvington Municipal Building.
Along the way, many of the demonstrators handed out leaflets outlining the
case of Mr. Shukhevych and the current
situation in Ukraine. Among the demonstrators, was former Ukrainian
dissident Nina Strokata Karavansky.
The rally before the municipal building began with the singing of the
American national anthem and an
invocation by the Rev. S. Neprel.
followed by a brief introduction by
Mykola Semanyshyn. chairman of the
New Jersey UCCA Coordinating Council, which co-sponsored the rally along
with the Newark-Irvington UCCA
branch.
Rep. Joseph G. Minish told demonstrators that the rally was not a futile
gesture and called for the U.S. government to intervene on behalf of Mr.
Shukhevych and other Ukrainian human-rights activists imprisoned in the
Soviet Union.
"Let us hope that the pressure we
exert will be felt in Moscow, the
Ukraine and throughout the world,"
Rep. Minish told the crowd.
State Sen. John Caufield told the
marchers that he plans to introduce a
resolution in the state legislature calling
on President Jimmy Carter and the
Congress to intercede on behalf of Mr.
Shukhevych and seek his immediate
release.

Scene
Scene of rally in defense of Yuriy Shukhevych.
Among other local politicians who
took part in the rally were Irvington
Mayor Robert Miller and State Assemblyman James Zangari.
A statement of support from Ronald
Reagan and George Bush was read by
Steve Postupack, executive director of
the Nationalities Division of the Reagan-Bush campaign.
In her address, Mrs. Karavansky
called on the nations that are planning
to attend the Madrid Conference to
review the implementation of the
Helsinki Accords to condemn the
Soviet Union for its subjugation of
Ukraine and other nations. Turning to
the politicans present at the rally, she
told them that the ultimate fate otthe
captive nations was in their hands.
Following-a benediction delivered by
the Rev. Michael Kuchmiak, the rally
came to a close with participants singing
the Ukrainian national anthem.

Baltimore conference on aging
scheduled for November 10-12
BALTIMORE - The Baltimore
Rep. Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.) will
phase of the White House Conference open the mini-conference and Jerome
on Aging (WHCOA) Mini-Conference Waldie. executive director of the
on Euro-American Older Persons will WHCOA, is tentatively scheduled to
be held here at the Holiday Inn on deliver the keynote address.
November 10-12.
The Ukrainian National Association
Discussions at the mini-conference
will focus on the formation of social will be represented at the conference by
programs which are culturally sensitive Supreme Vice President Myron Kuto the'needs of elderly Euro-Americans ropas and John Malko, a local UNA
whose concerns often center on the activist.
At the close of the session, recompreservation of their cultural heritage
and the transmission of values and mendations will be developed pertaining to the needs and concerns of Eurotraditions to younger generations.
The three-day event, which is being American senior citizens, which will be
sponsored by the National Center for presented at the White House ConUrban Ethnic Affairs and the Catholic ference on Aging scheduled to take
University Center for Pre-retirement place in the fall of 1981.
and Aging, will consist of addresses and
The individual registration fee for the
workshops by nationally known experts conference is S25 (S15 for persons 65 or
in the fields of gerentology. ethnicity older), with a donation of S100 suggestand informal support systems.
ed for organizations planning to attend.
Participants will include national
ethnic leaders, experts in the fields of
For additional information contact
aging. White House officials and ethnic mini-conference coordinators: Galina
elderly constitutents.
Suziedelis. Catholic University. Center
A list of issues, developed by the for Pre-retirement and Aging, Washadvisory committee of the WHCOA will ingon - (202) 635-5613; or Joe Coffey.
be used as a basis for discussion in areas National Center for Urban Ethnic
of special interest to Euro-American Affairs. 1521 16th St.. N.W.. Washingsenior citizens.
ton - (202) 232-3600.

Reagan recognizes difference in terms
Russia, USSR, says campaign aide
-JERSEY CITY. N.J. - In a mailgram to Ronald Reagan dated October
4. Zenon Onufryk of the Morris County
branch of the Ukrainian Congress
Committee of America criticized the
governer for not "distinguishing between the USSR and Russia" during a
September 30 interview with the Associated Press.

This is in response to your mailgram
to Gov.
Reagan regarding his
interview with AP on September 30.
You can be reassured that Gov.
Reagan does recognize the difference
between USSR and Russia. Time and
time again, through the governor's columns and radio broadcasts he has
made many references to captive nations, particularly Ukraine and the
"Such a practice is extremely offen- Baltic states.
Oftentimes reporters produce the
sive to. Americans whose heritage is
derived from the non-Russian nation- misidentification misusing the-fine
alities of the USSR." Mr. Onufryk distinction which distracts the public,
wrote to Mr. Reagan, adding that his and the governor cannot be held reinterchangeable use of the terms "tends sponsible for that. You can be assured
to imply unfamiliarity with the subject that in addressing the nationalities as an
issue, when discussing the USSR, full
matter and insensitivity to the issue."
distinction will be made among them.
I fully understand your sensitivity in
In a letter responding to Mr. Onufryk's criticism, Steve Postupack, exe- regard to this subject, which all too
cutive director of the Nationalities clearly reveals the depth of your conDivision of the Reagan/ Bush cam- cern about "our" national heritage. As a
paign, insisted that Gov. Reagan fully Ukrainian myself, I cringe when I see
understands the distinction between the the press misuse, or misdirect statements.
USSR and Russia.
You are to be commended for your
The full text of his reply appears vigilance and I thank you for taking the
below.
time to write.

Ukrainians attend fund-raiser

During a recent fund-raising reception for Rep. Don Ritter (R-Pa.): former
President Gerald R. Ford is flanked by Rep. Ritter and his ethnic groups
coordinator, Marta Fedoriw. Among the other Ukrainians in attendance at the
S250-per-ticket reception were Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Chrin, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Kindrachuk, Bohdan and Christine Zelechiwsky, and Dr. Ihor Fedoriw
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Reagan releases statement on
Madrid Conference, human rights

WASHINGTON - Acting upon a progress under the auspices of the N.J.
request from the Ethnic American State Ethnic Advisory Council.
The following statement on the
Committee for the Re-election of CarUpon his arrival, the president welter-Mondale, President Jimmy Carter comed the group, citing the importance Madrid Conference and human rights
met with 20 national ethnic leaders at of the diverse cultural contributions of was issued by Ronald Reagan.
the White House on Wednesday, Oct- the participants. Stressing the concept
Thirty-five nations have been meetober 7.
that the United States is a "beautiful
Among these representatives were the mosaic" of these rich cultural patterns, ing in Madrid for several weeks, preparing
for another "review conference" of
Ukrainian American co-chairpersons, the president invited the participants to
the 1975 Helsinki Accords. These
Joseph Lesawyer and Camille Huk present their views.
Smorodsky.
Vincent Marotta, the Italian repre- accords involve important commitThe meeting, which was coordinated sentative, immediately invited the ments to basic human freedoms. It is
by the director of the White House president to attend the Columbus Day therefore an appropriate time to reOffice of Ethnic Affairs, Dr. Stephen Parade, citing the contributions of emphasize the fundamental principles
Aiello, and Set Momjian, chairperson many Italian Americans, such as Joe Di that should govern our human-rights
of the re-election committee. Because of Maggio. He called the president's policy.
The protection and enhancement of
time constraints, it was decided that six attention to the need for federal opporof the representatives would speak on tunities to encourage ethnic participa- freedom and human rights is important
for
all people. But the United States will
behalf of the committee, and Mrs. tion in federal positions.
Smorodsky was among these.
A former congressman from Chica- not succeed in its human-rights policy
unless we keep in mind that its guiding
The group was initially welcomed by go, Alderman Roman Puccinski, point- ideas must be uniquely American.
Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski, national ed out that the president had a fine re- These principles, of political and econosecurity advisor, who stressed the broad cord and that the problem was that too mic freedom, justice, equal protection,
participation of ethnics in the adminis-` few people knew as much about it as and fairness, which have inspired so
tration. Citing his own appointment as they should. He pointed out the pro- many people, are rooted deep in our
a factor. Dr. Brzezinski spoke of the blems now faced by young married history.
growing "self-confidence" of ethnics, couples of America in establishing
Indeed, it was these principles that
who no longer change their names and homes and called for greater neighbor- helped guide our founding fathers as
continue to preserve their traditions and hood revitalization programs.
they
led an infant country through
Mrs. Smorodsky explained that she
heritage even in second and third
revolution and to independence. It was
generations. He expressed doubt that was sorry that the Ukrainian American these principles that are now embodied
his own appointment would have been community had no event such as the in our great freedom documents: the
possible in any previous administration Columbus Day Parade to which they Declaration of Independence and the
could invite the president, but noted
for just these reasons.
that he was always welcome to visit the Constitution. And it is these principles
that have become,
in my opinion,
While waiting for the president to many national homes and cultural America's greatest contribution to
arrive, he chatted with the various events sponsored by the community.
Citing Dr. Brzezinski's comment with political thought and action throughout
representatives and learned from Mr.
"self-confi- the world.
Lesawyer about the review of textbook respect to the emerging
But the. Carter administration has
(Continued on page 13)
materials on East Europeans now in
never successfully used America's invaluable philosophical resources. Instead,
the Carter administration has seemed to
crumble before the propaganda of the
Soviets, neglecting and muffling the
message of hope that the United States
should convey to the world.
The article below was sent by Bishop
The obligation of a follower of Christ
In 1977, Mr. Carter proclaimed that
Basil Losten to several newspapers, to improve society has been described in he would make human rights a "fundaincluding The Ukrainian Weekly.
the Pastoral Constitution "The Church mental tenet" of his foreign policy. Yet
in the Modern World," of the Second here again, the Carter administration
by Bishop Basil H. Losten
Vatican Council. The council has said: has not lived up to its promises:
"Christians
can yearn for nothing more
`" The Carter administration has
As another national presidential
ardently
than to serve the men of this failed to condemn systematic Soviet
election approaches, we. Connecticut
age
with
an
ever-growing
generosity
violations,of the Helsinki Accords.
Catholic bishops write to encourage
" The Carter administration sought
Catholics towards political activity. We and success. Holding loyally to the
strongly encourage young Catholics Gospel, enriched by its resources, and to dissuade the AFL-CIO from giving
joining
forces
with
all
who
love
and
even modest financial assistance to the
towards involvement in the political
practice justice, they have shouldered a workers in Poland, who had so bravely
arena.
weighty
task
here
on
earth
and
they
struggled to win the basic human right's
It seems more evident that many
Americans and many Catholics are at must render an account of it to him of free association.
this time resisting involvement in poli- who will judge all men on the last day.
tical questions. So we take this op- Not everyone who says "Lord, Lord,
portunity to make our people aware of will enter the kingdom of heaven, but
this serious situation. It is not our those who^ do the will of the Fathers,
intention to tell Catholics how to vote and who manfully put their hands to the
or what political causes to endorse. But work." We are then a people with a faith
.we do say to all Catholics that the time and a conviction, based on our creed
ARLINGTON, Va. - Steve Postu.for political activity in accord with their and moral principles. From our faith pack, a noted Ukrainian leader has been
and convictions we face life and society,
moral convictions is now.
working
for the Reagan/Bush CamBy political activity we mean two we speak and we act.
This teaching of Catholic impact on paign Committee here as the executive
things. First, registering and voting in
director of the Nationalities Division
informed fashion. Second, considering our nation's political life is regrettably and also as the coordinator of the
active participation in the local political more ideal than real. There are under- American Indians.
process. Preferably, citizens should standable reasons, of course, for the
Mr. Postupack has been active for the
register with one of the parties so that passivity of Catholics in political issues. past 25 years with the League of Ukraithey can help determine the party We are, for the most part, children of nian Catholics of America having
platform and candidate for office at relatively recent immigrants. We have served as the national president for
various governmental levels. So as to been gradually improving in education- eight years and as a member of the
vote in informed fashion, citizens al, social and economic status, and in national board for six years. He has
(Continued on page 13)
should be familiar with current events,
chaired many national conventions and
reading the editorial pages of several
sports rallies and other committee
diverse publications in order to develop
assignments with a special interest in the
sensitive moral positions on issues
Ukrainian youth activities of that
affecting their own lives and those of
organization.
NEW YORK—The Ukrainian Ametheir fellow citizens. Active participaHe programmed the American
tion in the local political process in- rican Republican Club of New York Ukrainian Hour for nine years, founded
cludes taking part in local party cau- will hold a rally at the Ukrainian the Ukrainian Festival of Barnesville,
cuses, such as local town committees. National Home, 140 Second Ave., here Pa., organized on the annual cultural
Such participation means a willingness on Sunday, November 2, at 2 p.m.
exhibit in honor of Taras Shevchenko,
to work in campaigns, and to corisider - Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian speak- many Ukrainian programs which feacandidacy for local offices such as the ers, including candidates will address
the rally.
(Continued on page 12)
board of education or town council.

Bishops urge Catholic participation
in American political life
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" The Carter administration supported the Pol Pot. Communist Cambodian regime, which had slaughtered
millions of its own people, in the United
Nations.
" And shortly before the seizure of
our Iranian embassy people, the Carter
administration had offered arms to the
Khomeini regime to be used to suppress
the Kurdish minorities of Iran.
This is not a human-rights policy.
This is not in the tradition of America's
great freedom principles. Instead, this is
gross hypocrisy — boasting of human
rights at home while being intimidated
by violators of human rights abroad.
To effectively fulfill the Helsinki
Accords, we need a vigorous and consistent human-rights policy. Yet at the last
review conference in 1977, the Carter
administration, though speaking boldy
to the public, spokejimidly to the
Soviets. The signal must have been clear
to the Soviet leaders: Carter's humanrights policy toward the Soviet empire
and its captive nations was meant only
for domestic political consumption.
Perhaps the most important way to
promote the cause of human rights is to
spread the American message of freedom and hope abroad. We must break
through the news blackout surrounding
the oppressed peoples of the world, to
tell them the truth about the American
freedom values.
Unfortunately, the Carter administration does not understand the power
of this message. Its support for our
cultural and informational programs
has declined over the last four years,
while the misinformation and propaganda programs of our adversaries have
grown. Nor has it focused world attention on the flagrant violations of the
Helsinki Accords by the Soviet Union,
such as when the Soviet Union resumed
jamming Voice of America radio broadcasts to prevent the peoples under its
control from hearing of the courageous
Polish workers and their struggle.
America in effect ratified this blatant
act of hypocrisy.
We must continue to uphold the
historical traditions of freedom and
justice to which free people everywhere
might look. The American humanrights legacy should remain unconditional and consistent. The world expects — and deserves — no less.

Ukrainian heads Nationalities Division
of Reagan/Bush committee

Republicans slate rally

Steve Postupack
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Election '80: your turn
With a flourish of last-minute media blitzes and 11 th-hour
grandstanding, this year's political campaign is nearing its climax.
After all the traditional ballyhoo, glad-handing, proselytizing and
mud-slinging, this year's candidates at all levels of government can do
little more than wait. Their political future, indeed the future of our
country, jiow rests in the hands of the electorate — our hands.
Today, on the eve of Election Day, our great nation, plagued by
serious domestic and foreign problems, looks reflexly to the will of its
people - its greatest strength - to chart, through the selection of
government representatives, its destiny. In these pivotal times, we can
ill afford to shirk our civic responsibility, to turn a deaf ear to the needs
of our country.
The issues are too crucial, the Stakes too high for voter cynicism or
apathy, for the hackneyed and myopic excuse that one vote — your
vote — does not really make a difference. History tells us otherwise.
On May 16, 1868, a motion in a special Senate session to try
President Andrew Johnson .on various charges fell one vote short of
the two-thirds majority needed for impeachment. The analogy may
seem somewhat strained, but the inherent principle of the importance
of one vote in any democratic process is irrefutable.
More recently, we need only look at the margin of victory in the
presidential races of 1960,1968 and 1976 to realize the significance and
power of the individual vote. Four years ago. President Carter won
the most important post in the land by a mere three percentage points.
This election year, the Ukrainian community has been particularly
-active in the political process at all levels of government — municipal,
state and federal. Painfully aware of the lack of political freedom in
Ukraine, Ukrainians across the country have worked diligently within
the American political system to secure a better life in the diaspora,
and to foster a better understanding among American politicans about
the situation in their homeland.
But the process will not be complete until every eligible Ukrainian
voter goes to his polling place and fulfills his obligation to this country
and the ideals which it embodies.
The importance of the ballot box cannot be overemphasized. As
American editor Max Lerner once wrote, "Of the many things we have
done to democracy in the past, the worst has been the indignity of
taking it for granted."
Since all Ukrainians in America are either immigrants or
discendants: of immigrants, this country, despite its flaws, has truly
been a land of opportunity and growth for the Ukrainian community,
and we are certain that Ukrainians everywhere will not turn their backs
on the electoral process that forms the backbone of this democracy.
We will not and should not be a party to the "indignity" of taking our
rights and privleges as an inalienable given without assuming the
concomitant duties and obligations that ensure and uphold these rights.
By voting on Election Day, we will be reaffirming our faith in a system
that has given us so much.

News quiz
The quiz covers the previous two issues of The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers
will appear with the next quiz.
1. Name some reasons for the walk-out by delegates of over 20
organizations at the 13th Congress of Ukrainians of America?
2. Who are the new president and executive vice president of the UCCA?
3. Who was elected president of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee at the
organization's 13th congress?
4. Who were the main speakers at the 40th jubilee banquet of the UCCA?
5. What is the Fund for Solidary Actions?
6. To whom has the Ukrainian Journalists' Association of America
recently sent a telegram asking that he appeal on behalf of Vyacheslav
Chornovil?
7. Who are the "Distant and the Near"?
8. What is the opening date of the forthcoming Madrid Conference to
review the implementation of the 1975 Helsinki Accords?
9. What makes Avraham Shifrin's "Travel Guide, USSR" unusual?
10. The Slavic Department at which university has expressed a willingness
to initiate a Ukrainian Studies Program?
Answers loprevious дні:: I. Bahyn Yar Memorial Park in Denver. Colo.; 2. IJlh UCCA ami
ISih UCC Congresses: 1. Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem, eaiatomhs in Rome and Taras
Shevchenkos burial mound in Kaniv: 4. Olha Heyko Maiusn\\rh: 5. 137:6. William Shust:
7. Vyacheslav Bakhmin: 8. Edward and Yuriy Ko:ak: 9. hoard surfing: 10. Zenon Snylyk.
Andrei Sedykh. Boleslaw Wierzhianski.
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Art review

Five contemporary artists:
a pastiche of styles
The review below was written imme
diately following the official opening on
October 26, where It was announced
that Mr. Solovij's works, scheduled to
be in the show, would not be on display.
Since Mr. Solovij's works were, how
ever, put up the next day, they are not
included in the review. A review of Mr.
Solovij's works will appear in a forth
coming issue of The Weekly.
by Hilary Zarycky Jr.
The exhibit, "Five Contemporary
Ukrainian Artists," which opened at the
Ukrainian Artists' Association gallery
on October 26 is scheduled to close
today at 8 p.m. Taking part in the
exhibition of non-representational art
are Dzvinia Orlowsky, Irene Wolosiansky, Daria Dorosh and Christine Ver
tein.' Jury Solovij, who was originally
scheduled to show his work, could not
take part.
In her introduction to the show's
brochure, Ms. Orlowsky explains that
the use of the word contemporary in the
exhibit's title means, "contemporary
not in the sense of generation, but rather
in the sense of involvement with current
innovations in the visual arts."
Ms. Orlowsky's work is clearly in
volved with "current innovations,"
whUe the work of at least two of the
artists, Ms. Dorosh and Ms. Wolosiansky, seems to be more involved, though
in varying degrees, with another current
trend in art — the trend toward revival.
Although she is not a photographer,
Ms. Orlowsky's work is a series of
untitled photographs. The photos are
documentations, images of ітрег–
, manent art works documented on film.
As opposed to other documentation
artists, Ms. Orlowsky does not feel her
photographs are pale records of the
original art pieces. She prefers having
people view her pieces through the lens
of her camera.
Although clearly influenced by the
conceptualism and earth-works of the
1970s, Ms. Orlowsky has brought to
these established movements a lyricism
and magic that is all her own.
In one piece, she places six panes of
glass, in the form of a window, on a field
of grass. The image is both powerful
and poetic.
Another work, a group of grain
stacks arranged in an open field, is
photographed in a beautiful orange
light. Art critic John Perreault has
written that the art of the 1980s could
well be the art of "romantic conceptu
alism." Ms. Orlowsky's lyrical docu
mentation pieces may be seen as part of
that movement.
The art of Irene \Volosiansky is both
intimate and traditional. It is intimate in
its scale and dimensions, and traditional
in its loyalty to the abstraction of the
late 1940s and early 1950s. The calli
graphic painting of Mark Tobey and the
hidden imagery of Arshile Gorky are
probable influences. Unlike the color
field and minimalists painters of the last
two decades, whose works ruled out the
possibility of chance in painting, Ms.
Wolosiansky, like the abstract expres
sionists before her, clearly revels in both
chance (arbitrariness ) and the sub
conscious. Her work is the product of
feeling and intuition rather than design
and concept.
Ms. Wolosiansky's "Ameoba" (wash
conte crayon on board) seems to be the
most successful"of the pieces she is
showing. Gesture and line being her
primary concern, the color is basically

tonal. The work lends itself to many
interpretations but, questions of mean
ing aside, it is an aesthetically pleasing
and successful work.
From a formalistic point of view, of
course, it breaks no new ground, as the
batttes surrounding this kind of abstract
art were fought and won a long time
ago.
In Daria Dorosh`s work, we see an
eclectic blend of many different influ
ences, including abstract express
ionism. Ms. Dorosh works with paintsticks on paper to create complex and
interesting pieces — at once gestural
and geometric, romantic and classical,
illusionistic and flat, colorful and total.
She is obviously an artist whose love of
art has led her to absorb many major
modernist discoveries into her work.
She is a conservative in the best sense
of the word; someone who, while
creating something original, has chosen
to conserve the best of the past. Al
though her work is very current, very
now, it intimates a deep respect for the
entire modernist tradition.
Ms. Dorosh`s piece, titled simply "no.
26," 60-by-90-inch piece covering an
entire wall of the gallery, is a very
accomplished work indeed. On one
level, we are given four landscape
studies of equal size ranging from a very
distant view to an extreme close-up. On
top of this somewhat illusionistic image
is laid a symmetrical geometric compo
sition of squares and rod-like forms
surrounding a perfectly centered green
square:
How often does one see a painting
which mixes the gesture and scale of
abstract expressionism, the geometry
and order of hard-edge abstraction and
the garish color of German expression
ism with passages that seem to come
straight from Bonnard, a neo-impressionist? Ms. Dorosh should be applaud
ed for tackling such a big piece of
history. It could have just as easily
ended in disaster.
For her part, Christine Vertein is not
waging a campaign for either reviving
an art long enshrined in museums or
going beyond established barriers of
what constitutes painting and sculpture.
Her work is refined and sophisticated.
Her small, geometric plexiglass
sculptures are carefully conceived and
flawlessly executed. Keeping in the
tradition of post-World War II Ameri
can sculpture, they remind one of both
Mondrian and the glass sculpture of
Sylvia Stpne.
It is in her paintings, that Ms. Vertein
shows originality. They are not paint
ings in the narrow sense of the word but
pieces of cloth, upon which markings
have been made, sewn together and
stretched on canvas-stretches. These
quilt-paintings, judging by their evoca
tive titles (i.e. "reconstructed Memories:
Sand, Ocean, Tropics"), clearly have
some private and literary meaning for
the artist. The question of content and
meaning aside, they impress foremost
with their elegance and grace.
Judging by the large turnout at the
opening of the show, the artists, besides
showing their exemplary work, have
acquainted a large Ukrainian public
with some of the trends of current
American art. Through such exhibi
tions, young Ukrainian American art
ists could become the vehicle in a
dialogue between two cultures for the
betterment of both.
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Letters to the ?Mor
raiiure от UUUA

Reagan letter
congress

Dear Editor:
important for Ukrainians to become
The City of Brotherly Love was a informed about this party, to under
dismal failure during the 13th Congress stand what it has become and to - in
of Ukrainians in America.
desperate times such as ours - wonder
After a 40-year co-existence of di how people can passionately flock to
spirited multi-faceted organizations, the regimentation of misguided ideolo
the predictable forces of the Liberation gies.
Front scored a decisive, unilateral
Should a group like this be allowed to
takeover in Philadelphia, the birthplace prosper in the diaspora, or should
of democracy and the United States others impose regulations that will
Constitution. How unfortunate that separate healthy organizations,which
our leadership could not apply these promote the general welfare of Ukraini
democratic fundamentals to the frame ans from those which are robbing the
work of the UCCA.
nutrients in the Ukrainian community?
It appears that the new acronym is
I am compelled to speak out in moral
ULFCA - the Ukrainian Liberation outrage against the unconscionable acts
Front Congress of America. Instead of that were premeditatedly committed
an umbrella organization encompas during the congress by a party of robot
sing many sectors of Ukrainian life in like delegates who dismembered an
America, we have a group of self- association of organizations. As a
centered patriots who virtually destroy Ukrainian American, 1 must speak out
ed the democratization process as against a despotic party domination
founded by UCCA pioneers.
that is devoid of democratic ideals,
I think it's about time for Ukrainians devoid of unity and devoid of organiza
in the free world to recognize and tional sanity.
Dr. Lev Dobriansky addressed him
carefully examine the motivation of the
Liberation Front elements m our so self to the 1980s as a crucial and pivotal
(Continued on page 12)
ciety. Never before has it been so

Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League
issues statement on Osidach case
The denatrualization hearing of
Philadelphian Wolodymyr Osidach,
76. a member of the Ukrainian police
during the Nazi^ ^occupation --of
Ukraine, began September 15. The
U.S. Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations contends that
Mr. Osidach concealed his member
ship in the police and his "criminal
record" (Mr. Osidach served six
years in Polish prisons for member
ship in the Organization of Ukraini
an Nationalists) when he applied for
immigration to the United States in
1949.
The hearing has concluded (due to
the poor health of Mr. Osidach, U.S.
District Court Judge Louis C. Bechtle asked the prosecution and
defense in mid October to submit all
remaining testimony in writing), and
a verdict is expected no sooner than
mid November.
Mr. Osidach's attorney is Louis
Konowal; Dr. Petro Mirchuk, a
historian and author of several
books, including "In the German
Mills of Death, 1941-45," who sur
vived the Auschwitz death camp, is
the attorneys adviser.
The Ukrainian community is dis
turbed by the fact that the Justice
Department used videotaped testi
mony of nine Soviet citizens in its
prosecution of Mr. Osidach.
The community is also disturbed
about the biased media reports
concerning the case and insinuations
that the Ukrainian nation colla
borated with the Nazis.
The Ukrainian Anti-Defamation
League has taken action to make the
"Ukrainian community's grievances
known. The group has met with local
media and has protested the media's
inaccurate reporting to the Federal
Communications Commission.
During a recent press conference,
the UADL released the following
statement on the Osidach case.
(Contributions to the league may
be sent to: Legal Fund in Defense of
Ukrainians (account no. 6321),
Ukrainian Savings and Loan Asso
ciation, 1321 W. LinleyAve.. Phila
delphia. Pa. 19141).
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In a Philadelphia federal court
room, a 76-year-old UkrainianAmerican, Wolodymyr Osidach, is
being tried-before U.S. District
Court Judge Louis C. Bechtle. He is
being tried on the Justice Depart
ment's motion to have his citizenship
revoked. The Justice Department
contends that Mr. Osidach concealed
his service and rank in the Ukrainian
police at the time of the Nazi occupa
tion of Ukraine, while applying for
an immigration visa in 1949 and for
U.S. citizenship in 1963.
Mr. Osidach is not being tried for
any war crimes, and he has already
stated that he was a clerk and trans
lator for the Ukrainian police. From
the legal point of view, the case of
Mr. Qsidach is simple: the court will
decide whether to approve the Jus
tice Department's motion or dismiss
the case.
Unfortunately, the Osidach case is
not that simple either for the local
media or for the people gathered
both inside and outside the federal
courtroom. The courtroom has been
packed with members of Jewish and
Ukrainian organizations, and there is
considerable tension between both
groups.
While the Jewish American com
munity not only supports the Justice
Department's motion, but also con
siders Mr. Osidach guilty of war
crimes, i.e., in taking part in the Nazi
Holocaust of the Jews, the Ukrainian
American community is concerned
about the manner in which evidence
is being presented in court. They are
questioning the credibility of the
videotapes from the Soviet Union,
for since our U.S. courts have admit
ted this type of evidence as proof,
then it must follow that anyone who
chooses to accuse any Ukrainian of
anything can do so, and the Soviet
government will be more than happy
to provide them with any informa
tion, be it true or false.
The Ukrainian-American com
munity in the United States will not
stand idly by and listen to accusations
of collaboration with the Nazis
(Continued on page 14)
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disputed

Dear Editor:
Gov. Ronald Reagan has a way of
making frequent off-the-cuff remarks, a
way of speaking without factual basis.
His letter in the October 26 issue of The
Ukrainian Weekly is an example of this.
In regard to some of the major issues
he raised:
The family — President Carter
believes that the family is the founda
tion of a healthy society. This was
reiterated by Mrs. Carter during her
visit to St. John's Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Newark this past week. The
president is aware that the family is
strained by social and economic forces
which are beyond the family's control.
In order to strengthen today's family,
President Carter has established .the
White House Conference on families to
study its problems. Numerous regional
.meetings have been held throughout the
country and the conference's final
report and recommendations are im
minent. In addition, the Office of
Families was established at the Depart
ment of Health and Human Resources
- an office just to study the needs of
today's Family.
Education - President Carter creat
ed the Department of Education for the
sole purpose of consolidating all educa
tion programs under one roof. In his
four years in office, appropriations for
education have been increased by 70
percent, and there's been an increase in
ethnic heritage studies and bilingual
education.
As to the tax-tuition credit issue —
the U.S. attorney general believes that
there are constitutional prohibitions
against the federal government paying
directly to any religious institution. The
president favors, as the next best
alternative, improving programs to ease
the financial burden of parents whose
children go to private schools. President
Carter has also set up an office of non-

public education at the Department of
Education to study and deal with the
issues of parochial and other non-public
schools.
In contrast, Mr. Reagan has repeat
edly stated that he is against having a
Department of Education. One of his
chief advisers, Martin Anderson, stated
that Mr. Reagan advocates tuition
credits for college students only. Not to
parents with children in elementary or
secondary schools. Mr. Reagan also
advocates the Kemp-Roth Bill, under
which the first programs to be cut will
be education programs.
And so it goes on down the line.
There are serious faults with the posi
tions Mr. Reagan stated in his letter to
The Weekly.
A vital issue of concern to all U кгаіпі–
ans, of course, is Ukraine. To me, the
human-rights issue is the one that
should convince all Ukrainians that Mr.
Carter is indeed the best choice for
Ukrainians on November 4.
To wit:.

President Carter has repeatedly said
that human rights are a tenet of his
foreign policy. In 1978 Mr. Reagan said
that "human rights is just a cover-up
and is senseless." Ask Nadia Svitlychna,
the Karavanskys, Vins, etc. if "human
rights are senseless"!
In a related matter. President Carter
has responded strongly to the Soviet
aggression in Afghanistan. President
Carter asked for and got a U.S. boycott
of Moscow Olympics. Mr. Reagan
opposed the boycott. President Carter
imposed a grain embargo on the Soviet
Union. Mr. Reagan opposses the grain
embargo. President Carter imposed an
embargo on scientific and high-tech
nology exports to the Soviet Union. Mr.
Reagan opposes this embargo. Presi
dent Carter strongly supports U.S.
participation at the Madrid Confer(Continued on pagt 11)

A vote for Reagan
Dear Editor:
President Carter has more than once,
in this campaign, said that Mr. Reagan
would cause division and ill feelings
among the various ethnic and social
groups of our country.

There is also another side to Mr.
Reagan's candidacy which should be
noted. This is his dislike for heavy —
handed bureaucratic interference in our
lives.
We all know that the age-old system
From my readings and research I find of checks and balances in our govern
that`President Carter's charges are ment has been eroded. New "auto
completely false. Instead, I find that nomous" bodies and commissions grab
Mr.Reagan is one of the most concilia more and more power from the people.
In the end, we would be allowed only to
tory politicians of our era.
vote for propositions of their choosing.
In his extensive speaking tours for
Mr. Reagan is totally committed to
General Electric Co. Mr. Reagan met curbing this uncontrolled spread of
workers by the thousands and became bureaucratic powers. He wants us, the
their friend even if he represented their people, to have the deciding vote.
bosses.Mr. Reagan expressed on several
In view of what I have read and
occassions his respect for working men heard, I am voting for Reagan.
and women. He looked updn the com
Teresa (Struz) Bjorndal
mon people as the most important
segment of our society.
Peterson, N.J.

MAC feature praised
Dear Editor:
It was with a great deal of pleasure
that we noticed in the September 28,
1980, issue the information about the
activities of the MAC; Although we
were familiar with the MACs existence
and were in contact with MAC
activists prior to your article - there is
no doubt that factual information
about the MAC on the pages of your
publication will move many of your
.readers toward participation in the
activities of the MAC,
і nere definitely is a very limited
reaction of Ukrainians, towared mis
leading and inaccurate treatment of

news pertaining to Ukraine in the
American media. Very frequently this is
due to lack of knowledge about how
and where to direct our responses and
reactions. The MACs actions are filling
the void that should have been filled by
us. the Ukrainian journalists.
We congratulate you and hope that
you will continue publishing informa
tion about the activities of the MAC on
the pages of your publication.
Olha Kuzmowycz, president
- - . - Ukrainian. Journalists'
Association of America
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Ukraine tours, community service are hallmark of Kobasniuk Travel
alumni from previous years, some from
as far away as Cleveland and Rochester,
were present for the dinner and other
weekend activities. On hand were many
friends of Mr. and Mrs. Shumeyko.
among them Walter Bacad of Vermont.
Judge Walter Michaelson and Mrs.
Michaelson of Harrison. N.J.. Ihor
Kmeta and Dr. Nadia Kmeta of
Yonkers. N.Y. Halyna and Bohdan
Tytla of Tuckahoe, N.Y.. Ann and
Steve Marusevich of Mattituck, N.Y..
and New Yorkers Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Kuzyk, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Steck and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kurowycky.

by Helen Perozak Smindak
If you lived in metropolitan New
York in the 1920s and needed travel or
notary services, you headed straight for
the Kowbasniuk Travel Agency at 244
Ave. A You could always be sure of
getting professional advice and service
from Stephan Kowbasniuk, the jovial
six-foot, 210-pound owner of the
agency, and his gracious wife, Stephania Starzynska Kowbasniuk.
Oftentimes, as you walked down the
street toward the office, you would hear
a pleasant baritone voice singing "Reve
ta stohne Dnipr shyrokyj" or an excerpt
from a Ukrainian opera or operetta.
Mr. Kowbasniuk loved to sing at his
work if there were no customers in the
office. In good weather, the door was
wide open and the ladies on their way to
market would wave to him as they
passed by.
Whether you were Ukrainian. Polish
Czech or Slovak, Stephan and Stephania Kowbasniuk would cheerfully make
arrangements for you to visit your
family "v starim krayu," bring your
family to live with you in the United
States, or send your money remittances
to Europe to aid in upgrading your
family's lifestyle over there. You could
also count on them to help you in
finding a job or living quarters, assist
you in obtaining U.S. citizenship, and
translate school documents and certifi
cates of vital statistics. Some of these
services were given without renumeration.
Ukrainian oldtimers in New York
recall that customers chatted and joked
with the Kowbasniuksas they conduct
ed their multilingual business (both Mr.
and Mrs. Kowbasniuk were fluent in 10
languages). They describe the agency as
a hub of warm humanity to which
immigrants gravitated in their need to
find knowledgeable, honest and respon
sible people to guide them.
The office on Avenue A, now obliter
ated by time and Stuyvesant Town's
apartment buildings, was followed by
an office on East 10th Street, No. 277,
according to the Kowbasniuk's only
child, Vera Kowbasniuk Shumeyko.
Here, and later in larger quarters across
the street, at No. 286, Mrs. Shumeyko
used to help, out as a youngster "by
stuffing envelopes and licking stamps,
running errands to consulates and
entertaining clients in the office by
reciting Ukrainian poetry."
Memories of those days and of her
parents' devotion to their travel busi
ness (they often worked for 17 hours at a
stretch) came to mind as Mrs. Shu
meyko and her husband Anthony greet
ed more than 260 guests to the agency's
18th annual "Tours to Ukraine" reuni
on, held at Soyuzivka on October 18
and 19. The occasion was a special
celebration of the'bOth anniversary of
the Kowbasniuk agency, now located
in smartly furnished offices at 157
Second Ave. under the name Koba
sniuk Travel Inc.
Studying a retrospectjve exhibit that
included photos of her parents and 20
years of tour group photos, Mrs. Shu
meyko said that her father was "a giant
of a man — a super human in every
way...and my mother was the first
liberated woman I ever knew."
"My parents were both educators,
and they felt they were qualified to do
work that could contribute to society,"
she observed as she recalled her parents'
team effort. "They established the
agency in 1920 - it's the third oldest
Ukrainian business in the U.S. —
because they realized that belonging to
an ethnic group is a commitment with
duties and responsibilities."

Also present were representatives of
Lufthansa. Finnair and Swissair air
lines, and executives of various insur
ance companies with which Mr. Shu
meyko is affiliated.
Stephan Kowbasniuk, founder of the
Kowbasniuk Travel Agency.
Mrs. Shumeyko remembered the lean
years during World War II, when her
father worked as a translator for the
U.S. government censor's office and her
mother kept the business going. With
the enactment of the Refugee Act after
the war's end, the Kowbasniuk agency
was faced with a new challenge —
offering speedy assistance to as many
displaced Ukrainians as possible to take
advantage of the opportunity to travel
to the West and freedom. The agency
put through some 5,000 assurances for
sponsors in cooperation with the Ukrai
nian Catholic and Orthodox Churches,
an achievement that earned Mr. Kow
basniuk the title "Batko Skytaltsiv"(the
refugees' father).
Following the death of her father in
1952 (her mother passed away two years
later), Mrs. Shumeyko carried on as
owner and manager of the business she
had grown up with. She was ably
assisted by her husband, who joined the
company as its insurance broker, and
her cousin. Olga Kowbasniuk Stella, as
the office manager (now KTI secretary).

Stephania JKowbasniuk, pictured in a
Ukrainian embroidered blouse of her
own handiwork.
sed by Mr?. Shumeyko and her parents
were lauded by speakers at the festive
dinner held in the Veselka auditorium
Saturday evening. The speakers includ
ed the Rev. Dr. Volodymyr Gawlich,
pastor of St. Geogre's Ukrainian Cath
olic Church in New York; George
Wolynetz, speaking for the United
Ukrainian American Organizations,of
New York, who acknowledged the
"substantial contribution that Vera and
Tony have made to the Ukrainian
community of New York;" and John
Luchechko of Jersey City State College.
Paying tribute to the founders of the
Kowbasniuk Travel Agency, Mr. Lu
chechko noted that Mr. Kowbasniuk
was active in community life in his
native Kolomyia and continued that
activity after his arrival in the United
States in 1912. Mrs. Kowbasniuk, who
arrived in this country from Stanyslaviv
in 1914, was an active member of the
Women's Aid Society and served in
executive posts of Branch 3 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America for 30 years. „.

Barbara Bachynsky, manager of the
tour department, emceed the dinner
program, which included a stage show
by the SUM-A Verkhovyntsi Dancers
of New York, the singing of several
"Mnohaia Lita`s"and the presentation
of flowers to Mrs. Shumeyko from her
staff. There were gifts galore: from Mr.
Shumeyko to Mrs. Shumeyko, and
from Mrs. Shumeyko to Mrs. Bachyn
sky, Mrs. Stella, and staff members
Mary Ileczko, Ulana Maystrenko,
Roma Berkeshchuk, Andrew Lastowecky and Marta Jacuszko (with two
set aside for absent staffers Jaroslaw
Sawka and Lida Vira).
For 15 tour escorts who attended the
dinner, there were beribboned boutonnieres, and for the guests, a drawing for
scores of gifts donated by the airline
companies.
І Congratulatory messages were re
ceived from the Ukrainian Congress
Committee `of America, extending
wishes for "further growth and develop
ment of your successful travel agency,"
and from the Dumka Chorus, which
hoped for "many happy returns."
After dinner there was dancing to the
tunes of the Rossa Orchestra of New
York, followed by what has become a
time-honored custom at Kobasniuk
tour weekends — group singing of
popular Ukrainian folk songs for hours
at the Poltava villa and conversations
about next year's 15 group tours.
A showing of slides and films from
this year's tours to Ukraine by Dr.
Stephen Sawruk, Mr. Luchechko and
George Putykewycz and a pre-dinner
cocktail party at Veselka on Saturday
dispelled the shadows cast by that day's
rain showers. Sunshine and mild wea
ther for Sunday's church services and
strolls capped another successful Ko
basniuk tour reunion at Soyuzivka.

Library of congress
seeks ethnic materials
Anthony Shumeyko and Vera Kowbasniuk Shumeyko pose for the photographer
during a recent vacation.
What inspired her to start the tours to
Ukraine? She says it was her pride in her
Ukrainian heritage and her determina
tion that Ukrainians should be able to
visit families and relatives they had not
seen for 20 years or more that led to the
planning of the agency's first tour to
Ukraine in 1960. Kobasniuk Travel now
operates as many as 21 tours a year to
Ukraine.
The zeal of Ukrainian tourism and
devotion to Ukrainian culture expres-

WASHINGTON - The Library of
Congress, which is deciding how to
That community dedication. Mr. expand its collection of materials that
Luchechko pointed out, is being carried^ reflect America's ethnic history and
on by Vera Kowbasniuk Shumeyko and culture, is seeking ethnic publications,
recordings, films and similar items to
Anthony Shumeyko through their assist the project.
contributions to various Ukrainian
causes: the Ukrainian Churches, the
The library is trying to determine
Ukrainian Studies Chair at Harvard, what materials are available, and is
the Ukrainian Museum, Plast, SUM-A looking for free samples and descrip
the UNWLA, the Dumka Chorus, the tions of materials that can be purchased.
School of Bandura in New York and Information may be sent to the Ethnic
other cultural institutions.
Unit. Library of Congress, Washington,
Members of this` year's tours and D.C. 20540.
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Retrospective exhibit
of Hutsaliuk's works
opens November 9
NEW YORK - Liuboslav Hutsaliuk. the Ukraini
an painter who divides his time between New York and
Paris, is holding a retrospective exhibit of his paintings
here at the U krainian Artists' Association Gallery. The
exhibit opens Sunday, November 9. at 1 p.m. and will
run through November 23.
The exhibit comprises some 48 paintings which span
the period from 1956 to the present. Most of the works
have not been previously exhibited in the New York
area.
Mr. Hutsaliuk's preferred medium is oil. His
primary subject — imaginary landscapes and cityscapes, most of, which he says, "resemble New York or
Paris." Among his і sidelines are watercolors, wood
cuts, lithographs and India ink drawings. Mr. Hutsa
liuk's oils are. marked by a heavy impasto technique.
In his paintings, three phases are evident. The first,
lasting until 1952, was his gray period in which all
colors were muted. Next came a more impressionistic
period, which, in turn, gave way to his present abstract
style of painting. Changes in his style, according to the

"Paysage Printanier" (1967) by Liuboslav Hutsaliuk.
artist, are both deliberate and accidental, the latter
rllowing for the play of the subconscious.
Mr. Hutsaliuk says that he tries not to be partial to
any color. He once remarked that he often uses colors
of which he is not particularly fond (green or purple,
for example), in the conscious effort to conquer his
dislike. He conceives of art as a constant struggle with
the self.
Speaking of the influences on his work. Mr.
Hutsaliuk -noted that the major influence was the socalled School of Paris, comprised of such artists as
Picasso, Matisse, Braque and Dufy. He also noted that
he received a lot of encouragement from the excellent
teachers at the Cooper Union and from Edward
Kozak, the Ukrainian painter with whom hestudicd in
1946-49.
At the beginning, of his career, Mr. Hutsaliuk
worked in different branches of commercial art, most
notably as director of an animated cartoon studio. In
1953, however, he decided to leave the well-paying
field of commercial art to work independently. In 1954
he graduated with a first prize in fine arts from the

Liuboslav Hutsaliuk

Cooper Union in New York and began what he
considers serious painting.
Among his one-man shows were exhibits at the
following galleries: Galerie Ror Volmar-Mtignon,
Paris. 1956; Boissevain Gallery. New York, 1957;
Galerie Jacques Norval, Paris, 1959; Galleria Lorenzelli, Milan, 1959; Juster Gallery, New York, 1960,
1962; W A W Gallery, Toronto. 1962; Gallerie Angle
du Faubourg, Paris, 1963; Hilde Gerst Gallery, New
York, 1964, 1966; Vermont Art Center, Manchester,
Vt.. 1971; Galerie Rolly-Michaux, Boston, 1973.
Mr. Hutsaliuk has also had numerous one-man
shows in Ukrainian community centers in New York,
Philadelphia. Chicago and others. His works are in
public collections in the Palm Spring Desert Museum,
Calif., the Vermont Art Center, as well as in galleries
and museums in France, the United States, Canada,
England and Italy.
The Ukrainian Artists' Association Gallery, located
on the fourth floor of the Ukrainian Liberation Front
building at 136 Second Ave.. is open Monday through
Friday. 6-8 p.m.. and weekends,' 1-8 p.m.
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Perth Amboy slates first annual Ukrainian Fall Festival
by Martha Korduba
PERTH AMBOY, N.J. - There is
an unmistakable excitement brewing
here as performing artists of the New
York-New Jersey Ukrainian communi
ties prepare for Perth Amboy`s first
annual Ukrainian Fall Festival.
The event, to take place on Saturday,
November 15, is sponsored by the
Ukrainian Youth Club of UN A Branch
155. The festival is the first project
planned by the newly formed Ukrainian
Youth Club of Perth Amboy. The club is
a result of the UNA`s activities program
designed to revitalize and spread fra
ternal activities within the UNA and
Ukrainian communities.
Most of the Perth Amboy youths are
third- and fourth-generation Ukraini
ans who have not lost their national
identity. On the contrary, they have
taken to the first steps of work within
the community with great fervor and
enthusiasm: two ingredients that make
for a fool proof recipe of success.
Among the other "ingredients" are the
performers.
Headlining the program are the
Ukrainian Dancers of Astoria under the
direction of Elaine Oprysko, and the
Volya Dancers of Carteret, N.J., under

the direction of Wolodymyr Yurcheniuk.
Young folk singer Bohdan Andrttsyshyn will present a traditional rendition
of Ukrainian songs, while the Chervona
Kalyna band will perform modern
Ukrainian music presently popular
among youths in Ukraine, as well as
excerpts
from
their
original
repertoire.
Wolodymyr Kurylo of Boston will
appear with his interpretation of a
selection of works of Ukrainian poet
Vasyl Symonenko in both Ukrainian
and English.
Of course, no program of Ukrainian
music is complete without a perform
ance on the Ukrainian national instru
ment, the bandura. Theodore Senchyshyn will complete the program with his
mastery of this beautiful, 50-string
instrument.
During intermission, guests will be
able to view an exhibit of works pro
duced by young contemporary artists:
Ulana Salevych, Christina HolowczakDebarry, Katheryn Slabodukh and
Oresta Fedun.
After the program, everyone will
have the opportunity to meet the per
formers and other guests at a buffet
dinner followed by a dance to the tunes
of Chervona Kalyna band.

The Chervona Kalyna band.
The program is free and will start at 5 vance, by calling (201) 45 І-2000, ext. 45,
p.m. at the Ukrainian Catholic Church during the day, and (201) 826-7204 in
Hall of the Assumption at Jacques and the evening.
Adult tickets for the dinner are S10;
Meredith streets in Perth Amboy.
10
Guests wishing to attend the dinner dance only - S5; children underage
W
S
5.
should make their reservations in ad
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Sunday, November 2
" A musicale featuring young
Ukrainian talent — Marta Zielyk actress; Lydia Hawryluk -soprano,
and Askold Shegedyn - pianist,
with Fernando Rivas as accompa
nist, will be held at the Ukrainian
Institute of America; 2 E. 79 St.. New
York: Performance starts at 3 p.m.
The event is sponsored by Branch 72
oftheUNWLA.
" Dr. Oleh Fedyshyn will speak
on "The Polish Revolution
Causes, Problems and Prognosis" at
2 p.m. at the Ukrainian Free Aca
demy of Arts and Sciences at 206 W.
100th St. in New York.
Tuesday, November 4
' The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
of Utrecht. Holland, will perform in
Hamilton, Ont., at Delta Collegiate,
1284 Main St. E. Performance starts
at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 5
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Ottawa, Ont., at the
High School of Commerce. Per
formance starts at 8 p.m.
Thursday, November 6
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Montreal at Salle
Claude Champagne; 210 Vincent,
Dindy Outremount. Performance
starts at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 8
' The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Philadelphia at
Cardinal Dougherty auditorium.
Second Street and Godfrey Avenue.
Performance starts at 7:30 ргШт
' " Paintings of Lyudmyla Мого–
zova and of Yaroslav Vyzhnytsky
will be exhibited at the Holy Family
Parish Center; 4250 Harewood
Road. N.E.: Washington. D.C. dur
ing the weekend of November 8.
Exhibit hours are from 7-9:30 p.m.
on Saturday, and from 11:30 a.m.-I
p.m. on Sunday. The exhibit is
sponsored by Branch 78 of UNWLA.
' Promin. a five-member Ukraini
an rock group from Chicago, will
appear at St. Demetrius Ukrainian
Orthodox Center.'645 Rossevelt,
Ave., Carteret, N.J.. at 8:30 p.m. The
Orthodox League of the New York
and New Jersey area and Driftwood
Productions are sponsors of the
event.
Sunday, November 9
" Opening of a retrospective exhi
bit of the paintings of Liuboslav
Hutsaliuk will take place at ihe
Ukrainian Artists Association Gal
lery beginning at 1 p.m. The exhibit
will run through November 23. There
will be 48 paintings, most never
exhibited before in New York, span
ning the period from 1956-1980. The
gallery, located on the fourth floor of
the Ukrainian Liberation Front
building at 136 Second Ave., is open
Monday through Friday, 6-8 p.m.
and weekends, 1-8 p.m.
' T h e Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
of Utrecht, will perform in New York
at the Fashion Institute, 225 W. 24th
St., N.Y. Performance starts at 4
p.m.
' " A Ukrainian Smorgasbord will
be held at the church hall of St.
Mary's Ukrainian Orthodox Church
(Continued on page 11)
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Liberation Front holds first fall street fair

Girls of the SUM-A Verkhovyntsi Dance
Ensemble (above) welcome visitors to the
first fall Ukrainian Street Fair, October 17-'
19. Standing, left to right, are Darnell
Masnyj, Tania Johobowski, Kristine Irish
man, Darka Szul and Christine Barna, and
seated are Vera Sus and Oksana Bardygula.
Sponsored by the Organizations of the
Ukrainian Liberation Front the fair brought
together bandurists, singers, dancers and
artisans for three days of Ukrainian enter
tainment across S t Mark's Place on New
York's Lower East Side. Among the perform
ers were the Verkhovyntsi Dancers, the
Cheremshyna singing ensemble, the Orly
SUM-A Bandurist Ensemble of Passaic, N.J.,
the New York School of Bandura with soloist
Larysa Magun Huryn (pictured on the right)
and others. Iwan Wynnyk headed the
festival committee, and Kornel Wasylyk,
head of the New York SUM-A branch,
chaired the program committee. Bohdan
Harhaj and Andrij Priatka served as masters
of ceremonies. Net proceeds of the fair have
been earmarked for the 0ULF center on
Second Avenue, according to Mr. Harhaj,
who explained that the festival will become a
permanent autumn feature on the Ukrainian
Lower East Side.
МММММММУ^^^^ММ^^Й^^^^Й^^ММ^^й^ММММММММММММММММММММММММММММММ^^^^УММУУЧ

Slavic Culture Week begins Nov. 9
NEW YORK - The second annual
Slavic Culture Week, representing the
city's Polish, Ukrainian, Slovak, Byelo
russian, Macedonian, Bulgarian, Rus
sian. Czech. Serbian, and Slovenian
communities will be held the week of
November 9-14.
The opening of the week will be noted
with a festival of Slavic folk dance
ensembles on Sunday, November 9,
beginning at 2:30 p.m. at the Fashion
Institute of Technology, 227 W. 27th
St.. Manhattan. Nine groups will parti
cipate.
An exhibit of Slavic books will be
featured at the main branch of the New
York Public Library, 42nd Street, on
November 10-15.

Fine arts will be exhibited at the
Ukrainian Institute, located at 79th
Street and Fifth Avenue in Manhattan,
from November 11-14, 5 to 8 p.m. and
on Saturday, November 15, noon to 8
p.m.
A symposium titled "Slavic Ethnic
Heritage in Modern America," with
panelists from the various Slavic com
munities, will be featured at the institute
on Friday, November 14, at 7:30 p.m.

LUC plans
weekend retreat
SLOATSBURG, N.Y. The
League of Ukrainian Catholics of
America is sponsoring a weekend re
treat on November 14-16 at St. Mary's
Villa Academy here. This year's retreat
master will be Msgr. Peter Skrincosky.
The retreat is open to anyone interest
ed in "getting away from it all and
getting away with themselves" for a time
of contemplation and rest, noted the
LUC executive board.

Examples of Slavic folk art and
Slavic culinary specialities will be
The cost for the weekend is S40 per
featured on Saturday and Sunday, Nov
ember 15-16 at St. Jphn Nepomucene person and S70 for husband and wife. A
Slovak School. 406 E. 67th St., Man deposit of SI0 will secure reservations.
hattan. Saturday hours are from noon Accommodations are limited, so it is
to 10 p.m.; Sunday - noon to 6 p.m. advisable to act as soon as possible.
Reservations should be sent to: Sister
The week is organized by Slavic Dorothea SMI, Retreat House Di
Culture Week Inc. GeorgeVujnovich is rector. St. Mary's Villa, Table Rock,
president of the group.
Sloatsburg. N.Y. 10974.
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Banquet benefits Immaculate Conception
by A J . Serafyn
WARREN, Mich. - The benefit
banquet for the Immaculate Concep
tion Ukrainian Catholic elementary
school and high school was held here
October 5 in the Ukrainian Community
Center with Gen. Bohdan Danyliw of
the U.S. Air Force as the keynote
speaker.
The Immaculate Conception schools
teach and encourage the expression of
the Ukrainian Catholic faith and pro
vide courses in Ukrainian language and
culture.

WEEKEND
PREVIEW
(Continued from page I t )

in Eastport, N.Y., 5-7 p.m. Admis
sion is S7 for adults and S3.50 for
children under 12. For tickets call
(516)288-2181.
Monday, November 10
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
of Utrecht, will perform in Кегпопк–
son, N.Y., at Soyuzivka. Perform
ance starts at 7 p.m.
Tuesday, November 11
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir,
will perform in Passaic, N.J. at the
Ukrainian Center, 240 Hope Ave.
Performance starts at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, November 12
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Irvington, N.J. at
Irvington High School. Performance
starts at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, November 13
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Rochester, N.Y. at
East Ridge High School. Perform
ance starts at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, November 14
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Cleveland at the
Brecksville Senior High School; 6376
Mill Rd., Brecksville, Ohio. Per
formance starts at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, November IS
Ї- The Ukrainian Press Ball will be
held in`Philadelphia at the hall of St.
Josaphat`s
Ukrainian Catholic
Church. The ball will feature the
selection of Miss Ukrainian Press
1981. Music will be provided by
Ireneus Kowal`s Tempo band. For
table resevations, call Maria Leskiw
at (215) 535-2044.
e The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
of Utrech will perform in Detroit at
Warren Woods High School; 13400
12 Mile Road, Warren. Mich. Per
formance starts at 6 p.m.
Sunday, November 16
" The Ukrainian Byzantine Choir
will perform in Toronto at Massey
Hall. Performance starts at 4 p.m.
e The Lidia
Krushelnytsky
Drama Studio will stage Volodymy
Vynnychenko's play "Black Panther,
White Bear" at the Fashion Institute;
225 W. 24th St. in New York. Tickets
can be purchased at Arka, Eko or at
the door. The play begins at 2:30 p.m.
" A Chinese auction will be held at
the Ukrainian Community Center at
90 Fleet St., Jersey City. N.J., start
ing at 3 p.m. The event is sponsored
by Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian
Catholic Church. Tickets are S5; the
cost includes a full Chinese dinner. 10
free stubs and a door prize chance.
Proceeds will be donated to the
church building fund. For further
information, contact committee
chairperson, Jaqueline Smotrycz or
call the rectory at (201) 432-3122.

Gen. Danyliw was born and raised in
Hartford, Conn., and is a graduate of
the Catholic University of America and
Georgetown University from which he
holds a juris doctor degree. World War
II interrupted his studies.
He was commissioned an officer in
the U.S. Air Force at Yale University in
1944 and served in the Pacific.
Since 1952, as an attorney in the Air
Force, he has served in the Office of
Special Investigations including the
directorate in Europe; as assistant staff
judge advocate; as chief of the Civil Law
Division in Japan; as Chief of the
Opinions
Division
— Contract
Appeals; in the Directorate of Procure
ment Law; as Air Force chief trial
attorney; as deputy staff judge advo
cate; and as command staff judge
advocate.
Gen. Danyliw holds the Distinguish
ed Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Air
Force Commendation Medal, Army
Commendation Medal and other
awards. He also is a member of the
Connecticut Bar, the District of Colum
bia Bar, the U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia, U.S. Court of
Claims and Supreme Court of the
United States.
Gen. Danyliw is proud of his Ukraini
an background, especially the influence
of his Ukrainian religious education. He
emphasized this point by saying that it
was unheard of in the home of his
parents to miss Divine Liturgy on
Sundays or holy days. The speaker
emphasized the value of quality educa
tion which fosters solid academics and a
sense of religious, moral, cultural and
social responsibility.
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(Continued from page 7)

ence. Mr. Reagan sees no need for the
Madrid Conference.
President Carter has done more for
Ukrainians and the Ukrainian cause
than any other U.S. president. Not only
has he opened new channels of com
munication and participation with
Ukrainians in the United States (ap
pointment of a Ukrainian to the Holo
caust Commission, frequent meetings
with Ukrainians, etc.), but he has shown
that his administration cares about the
plight of Ukrainians in Ukraine. Some
examples: In 1977, President Carter
wrote a personal letter to Leonid
Brezhnev, expressing his concern and
disappointment at the lack of religious
tolerance and human-rights conditions
in the USSR.
Pat Derian, director of human rights
at the State Department, has personally

raised the issue of Mykola Rudenkoata
meeting of Soviet officers in Moscow.
We are supporting two Ukrainian
Pentacostal families that defected in our
U.S. Embassy in Moscow.
When President Carter met with Mr.
Brezhnev in Vienna in June 1979, he
personally mentioned and discussed the
question of family reunification and
gave Mr. Brezhnev a list of families that
were of primary concern.
The president personally met with
Georgi Vins.
And the lsit of his accomplishments is
longer.
Clearly, Mr. Carter has done a lot in
his first four years and deserves another
four years as president.
Roman Juzeniw, chairman
New York State Ukrainians
for Carter/ Mondale

THE UKRAINIAN YOUTH CLUB
of PERTH AMBOY. N E W JERSEY

/nvj/es you to the lirsl

FALL FESTIVAL
SPONSORED by UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Si 155

on SATURDAY. NOVEMBER 15. 1980
at the CHURCH HALL of the
ASSUMPTION UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.
MEREDITH ind JACQUE Sts. PERT AMBOY. N J

The general was accompanied to the
banquet by his wife Catherine.
The benefit banquet program also
included the Immaculate Conception
High School vocal ensemble directed by
Sister Marian SSMI as well as welcome
and thank-you addresses by the stu
dents.
The Very Rev. Innocent Lotocky,
OSBM, expressed his sincere apprecia
tion for this magnificent manifestation
of love to the Ukrainian youth and the
concern for their future. The master of
ceremonies was the Very Rev. Bernard
Panczuk. OSBM. .

FREE

CONCERT

at 5:00 pro. featuring
m
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ш

UKRAINIAN DANCERS of Astoria
VOLYA DANCERS of Carteret
CHERV0NA KAIYNA 0RHCESTRA of New York
Actor W0L0DYMYR KURYL0
THEODORE SENCHVSHYN on the Bandura
Folk singer BOHDAN ANDRUSYSHYN

EXHIBIT
of Contemporary Ukrainian Art will be on display
Enjoy a
BUFFET D I N N E R
at 7:00 pro.
followed by a

DANCE
to the tunes of CHERV0NA KALYNA Orchestra at 9:00 pro
Tickets: S10 for Buffet a n d Dance
S 5 for Dance only
Children 1 0 a n d under SS
Buy your tickets

now!

Call ( 2 0 1 )

826-7204

Pd. pol. ad.

RE-ELECT

STATE SENATOR

JOSEPH E.
GURZENDA
Joe Gurzenda has a proven record of support for
Legislation which enhances family life and maintains the
highest standards of morality.

VOTE TO KEEP A GOOD SENATOR.
KEEP.

JOE GURZENDA
Paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Senator Joe Gurzenda
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Ukrainian heads...
(Continued from page 5)
tured St. Mary's Ukrainian Dancers
from McAdoo, Pa., and instituted a
cultural program on Ukrainian customs
during the Easter season by lecturing
and giving pysanka-decorating classes
to a wide variety of audiences. These
activities in support of Ukrainianculture have been noted in the local and
state press.
Both he and his wife Nancy and eight
children are active in their parish, St.
Mary's Ukrainian Catholic Church in
McAdoo, Pa.
Mr. Postupack's interest in politics
comes from his grandfather and great
uncles, and from his father Constantine,
who ran several times for locaftownship
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offices. His large family of over 400 has
always been active in community affairs
and politics.

Failure...

At an early age Mr Pos'upack
attended many political rallies for local,
county and state candidates. In 1974 he
ran for U.S. Congress and then again in
1976. He became affiliated with the
National Republican Heritape Council
of Washington, and served as cochairman of the Ways and Means
Committee, chairman of the Human
Rights Committee and then as field
coordinator.

decade in UCCA history. Whatever its
accomplishments, the immediate lead
ership (with some exceptions) has done
nothing to ameliorate the problems of
excessive centralization in political
planning. Instead we have tired old men
who cannot, or will not, transfer power
to others except by attrition or mor
tality; and so each member hangs on
and on, becoming increasingly short
sighted as he becomes increasingly
sclerotic, continuing into perpetuity
from congress to congress.
1 and my brethren in the fraternal
associations, the Association of Ukrai
nians in America, the Organization for
the Rebirth of Ukraine and affiliated
gr6ups, veterans' organizations and
many others feel betrayed and bitterly
angered that a congress dedicated to
unifying all Ukrainians should be used
as a forum to aid and abet ideologies
that are diametrically opposed to the
democratic principles under which the
UCCA was established.
The cancellation of the rotation
system among the fraternals was only
one issue, even though it precipitated an
upheaval that ultimately resulted in a
general walk-out. There were other
issues: the general conduct of partyoriented people before and during the
congress was unacceptable; there was
an improper selection of committee
presidiums, no crfteria were used to
determine which organizations would
be allowed representation on the presi
dium; the padded expansion of the
executive board was ramrodded by the
nominations committee in contraven
tion of the UCCA By-laws; the rota
tion system was dogmatically dissolved
without explanation or justification; the
gag rule imposed by the chairman was
contrary to Robert's Rules of Order; the
recess with a compromise to save the
rotation system was ridiculous; the
inappropriate selection of a vice-presi
dent who represented a political party;
the subjective and inconsistent behavior
of the congress chairman; and on and

He is married to the former Nancy
Yankowicz of McAdoo. They have
eight children: Constance, Wayne,
Stefanie, Romaine, Michael, Andrea,
Stacia and Mathew.
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Building a strong business is no accident.
S o don't let an accident destroy it.

Your successful business could be wiped out in a single day.
How? By losing a large lawsuit not covered by your basic
business insurance.
/ t t n a ' s Commercial Umbrella Policy is the
answer. It provides million dollar
liability protection - and more.
And because Commercial
Umbrella coverage ap
plies only when your
existing coverage
is exhausted, the
cost is surprisingly low.
-j . m
You can't prevent every \ ` 3 ? `
loss, but you can prevent the
loss of your business. Give us a
call. We'll recommend the Umbrella
coverage that's right for you.

Think Positive. Think / E t n a . T h i n k . . .
GALLAN

AGENCY

30 97 STEINWAYSTREET
LONG ISLAND CITY. N Y 11103
PHONE 12121 728 9120
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In retrospect, the UCCA has always
been stultified by too much party
planning. The-Liberation Front beat us
at the majority-rule game despite its
undemocratic approach. This is not the
time to propose concrete solutions, but
there is-л way for the democratic bloc to
escape from the self-inflicted vulnerabi
lity, to simply apply the management
principles to a new alliance. Let those
who walked out look for a Ukrainian
renaissance — a refreshing new Ukrai
nian Democratic Congress of America,
if you will. Let us avoid further conflicts
by allowing the disheveled remains of
the old UCCA to become a Party of the
Organization for the Defense of Four
Freedoms for Ukraine. Let us retire
forever an establishment of ineffective
leadership.
As John Flis resolutely pointed out in
his declaration, we must: "embark on
the preparation of an appropriate set of
rules of order which would ensure that
in the future the tasks which are expect
ed of this body...are carried out with the
best interests of our entire community
as well as our American homeland and
our Ukrainian nation in mind." Let us
show the Ukrainian community in the
world that we have indeed acquired
integrity and respect when we refused to
submit to dictatorial procedures.
Dr. Dobriansky once said: "Let us
unite, conserve, construct and advance
for all Ukrainians." His advice was not
heeded.
.Let us depart from the philosophy
that "if you are not with us, you are
against us." Instead, let us give direction
and meaning to every aspect of Ukrai
nian community life. The leadership
should exhibit a growing respect for the
dignity and rights of groups and indivi
duals so that an enlightened member
ship can govern, guard and seek a more
meaningful congress committee.
Failure to achieve this will be an
indictment of those who profess to
lead and will force a devisiveness from
which there will be no recovery...and so
it shall be written.
Stephen M. Wichar Sr.
Mt. Clemens, Mich.
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Bishops urge...

ment of just laws and structures that
foster human values "

(Continued from page 5)
being more readily accepted without
open bigotry.

Issues of justice and morality, about
which the Church has given teaching,
should be paramount in the political
activity of any Catholic Christian.
This nation's approximately 50 milli When Catholics in political life fail to
on Catholics form the largest religious demonstrate moral convictions con
denomination in the United States of cerning moral issues, they proclaim to
America! We represent 23 percent of the all that they do not have Catholic
population and of the electorate. We principles and, from the Church's
presently make up the largest religious viewpoint, are inadequate to the task.
group in. Congress: 128 members, of
The issues on which clear convictions
which 115 are representatives and 13 are
are expected form a lengthy list. We call
senators.
`r
attention
to the profound moral ques
і
Yet in our national political life there tions underlying current national de
is neither a unified Catholic vote, nor a bates over legalized abortion, arms
Catholic political bloc, nor even a control and disarmament, capital pun
unified Catholic political voice. We do ishment, crime, the economy and eco
not regret this fact. However, we do ` nomic policies, the economic status of
deplore the widespread apathy among developing nations, education , energy
Catholics concerning the major issues policies, the environment, family life,
confronting our society and world food and agricultural policy, violence
and housing, human rights, natural
today.
resources, racial justice, violence and
Apathy is a widespread phenomenon welfare. Though we cannot here de
in our American society and is not velop these points, we point out that
confined to Catholics. Fewer citizens each of these is at root a moral question.
are registering to vote, and fewer On each of these our Catholic people
registrants are actually voting. In fact should have a judgement consistent
our voting rolls have lost 15 million with sound moral values.
citizens in the past 10 years. In national
elections, the rate of participation has
To youth of America, and in parti
been dropping for the past 20 years and cular to our Catholic youth, we address
is now among the lowest in the world. a special plea. You are the largest
buying, viewing and consuming popula
To apathy there has been added, in tion group in the history of mankind.
the attitudes of many, a cynicism You are the ones most affected by
towards politicans and politics. For government. Yet you are not propor
many, politics has become a bad word. tionately represented in the voting
booth. You permit your elders to
. Clearly, fewer Americans believe it is dominate the voting.
worth their time and concern to follow
campaigns, form positions on the
Political activity must remain in the
candidates and issues, and assert those hands of the laity. Because clerics are
positions at the polls. Even more not to be involved in politics, the laity
unfortunately, fewer young people are are the ones in the Church expected to
considering political life and activity as participate in the political arena.
a realistic calling for themselves. This
attitude is a disaffection that is eroding
The Church has a right and a duty to
the very foundations of American life. promote citizenship, to remind people
I
of their rights as citizens, and to urge
Therefore, on the eve of another them to exercise those rights. Therefore
presidential election, we reaffirm the we urge all citizens to forget feelings of
importance of responsible political frustration and powerlessness, and to
participation. At this critical time in the demonstrate active citizenship. We
nation's history we need an informed, encourage you, our. Catholic young
committed and politically active citi people, to be informed on. Catholic
zenry to revitalize our political life, moral values, to become involved in
rather than a cynical and complaining political activity, to vote as soon as
people.
possible, and to consider a career in the
noble but difficult service of politics as
The recent words in Africa of Pope an honorable way of life. We encourage
John Paul II speak to us in America: all conscientious young Americans to
"An important challenge for the Chris do the same. In this way the interest and
tian is that of the political life...the the will of all citizens will strengthen this
duties of a good Christian include great democratic experiment we proud
contributing positively to the establish ly call America.
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Ethnic leaders...
(Continued from page 5)

dence" of ethnics, she pointed out that
there is still great sensitivity among
Ukrainian Americans, Byelorussians,
Estonians and others to the fact that
they continue to be confused with
Russians. She asked the president to
continue to be sensitive with respect to
the identity of specific groups. She
expressed the hope that the many
talented and creative individuals found
in the ethnic communities would be
called upon by the federal government
in the future, as they had already been
called to serve on various commis
sions. She explained that human rights
continues to be a prominent concern of
her community and that, inasmuch as
the president was in the forefront in
securing the release of prominent dissi
dents, she hoped this would continue to
be the case. She cited her concern that
many traditional Democratic voters
were turning towards the Republican
candidate and hoped that the presi
dent's record and sensitivity would,
therefore, be more highly publicized.
Further she pledged her support and
offered the active participation of
Ukrainian Americans in his re-election.
Towards this end, Mrs. Smorodsky
presented the Ukrainian American
position paper prepared by Dr. Bohdan
Wytwycky, chairperson of the N.J.
Ukrainian Americans for Carter Mondale Committee.

Joseph Courey of the Lebanese com
munity also stressed the need to bring
peace to the Middle East and his
concern about a commercial by the
Carter Mondale campaign which spoke
of sending troops to Lebanon.
Upon the conclusion of presentations
by the various ethnic representatives,
the president thanked all for their
comments and explained that he con
tinues to be deeply concerned about the
situtation in Lebanon and would look
into the problem with the commercial
cited. He further explained that he
would continue to work to resolve the
Greek situation with NATO. He reas
sured the participants that since his
sister-in-law is Estonian he is very much
aware of the differences say, between
Russians and Ukrainians. Mrs. Smo
rodsky interjected that Natalie Sluzar of
the Office of Ethnic Affairs, should also
serve as a continued reminder of this
fact.
The president pointed out that he felt
the family needed every assistance and
that very morning he had signed a bill
calling for federal loans to the tempor
arily unemployed to assist them in
keeping their mortgage payments until
such time as they were able to return to
work. He expressed concern that pro
grams now benefitting ethnic com
munities in preserving their heritages
and neighborhoods should not be
abandoned in the future. He also
continued to stress his concern that
human-rights policies be continued.

Ray Chesones, the Latvian repre
sentative, cited the administration's fine
record on human rights and in gratitude
read a moving letter from a Mordovian
prison camp, signed by the Ukrainian
dissident Evhen Sverstiuk as well as
Latvian and Russian dissidents, thank
ing the president for his diligence and
efforts on their behalf.

After hearing the president's reply the
ethnic representatives enthusiastically
endorsed his re-election and each per
sonally thanked the president for find
ing the time to speak with them. Mr.
Lesawyer took this opportunity to
invite the president to the UCCA jubilee
banquet.

John Phymides of the Greek com
munity, called for the president's sup
port in resolving the situation in Cyprus
and American support for the re-entry
of Greece into NATO.

Later, the group presented its com
ments to the national media and gave
interviews. The Ukrainian American
representatives spoke at length with a
Voice of America correspondent.

THE N.Y./N.J. REGIONAL UKRAINIAN ORTHODOX LEAGUE
cordially invites all, to a

MEMORABLE FALL "ZABAVA"
WITH A LIGHT SHOW
`;

Featured will be the renown Chicago band "PROMIN"
The place: St. Demetrious Ukrainian Orthodox Center, 645 Roosevelt Ave.. Carteret, N.J.
time: 8:30 p.m. Date: Saturday, November 8, 1980
Admission S7.00

Forticket informationcall(201)373-0797
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Back By Popular Demand

JIMMY STURR
POLKA NIGHT AT ROSELAND!
This Thurs., Nov. 6th
from 8 PM to Midnight

St. Andrews' Ukrainian Religious Center

starring

JIMMY STURR
and his orchestra,
with the
MATUSZ SINGERS/DANCERS
In the beautiful communities of Venice, Warm Mineral Springe,
Norm Port and Port Charlotte, Florida.
For Information Contact RAPJDOL
159

REALTY

S. Tamiami

INC
NW -

Port Charlotte. Fla. 33952
813-625-4193, Ext. 47

Vo'ise PoDomh. Broker Salesman
" i c k Popovich. Realtor Associate

or 813-629-3179. eve.

Admission SIO
ALSO AT ROSELAND: The D o n Glasser Orchestra
Featuring Lois Costello. Argueso's Latin Rhythms.

ROSELAND
The World's Most Famous Bedroom-Restaurant
239West 52nd Street, just West of Broadway 2 4 7 - 0 2 0 0
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Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League...
(Continued from page 7)

extended to the entire Ukrainian
nation. We believe that a person is
innocent until proven guilty. From
the headlines in the press one might
believe that Mr. Osidach is without a
doubt guilty and must therefore
prove his innocence in the courts.
Where is this denaturalization
hearing being held? Is it in the U.S.
federal court in Philadelphia, or is it
being tried by our media?
The government has not been able
to link Mr. Osidach directly to
atrocities in Rava-Ruska, but. the
media continues to report that he was
responsible for them because of his
position in the "Ukrainian police."
The point in question is his "posi
tion." It has been established that he
was. in the Ukrainian police, or as
some reporters have very convenient
ly renamed it, the Ukrainian "nar
tional" police. In calling it this
readers are being misled into believ
ing that the Nazis, who were in power
in Ukraine at that time, had esta
blished a Ukrainian nation and, in
turn, the new nation formed its
"national" police.
The German police force of that
time was organized into many bran
ches. There were SIPO — security
police, Gestapo — secret police,
KRIPO — criminal police and the
S.S. Task Force, which was used for
the mass liquidation of the Jews and
other "inferior" peoples in the East.
It must be stressed that the liquida
tion of the Jews and of the other
"inferior" peoples was considered an
honorable task to be carried out only
by racially pure Germans.
The Ukrainian auxiliary police
was not under Ukrainian command
but under German command. The
powers of the Ukrainian policemen
were limited: they could arrest only a
Pole or a Ukrainian. Only a German

policeman could arrest a Jew in the
ghetto with the assistance of a Jewish
policeman. The Ukrainian auxiliary
policemen were used for patrolling
the streets, regulating the traffic and
controlling the markets.
Although Mr. Osidach is being
tried for concealing that he was a
member of the Ukrainian police, he is
also being accused of membership in
the OUN. The OUN, the Organiza
tion of Ukrainian Nationalists, was a
mass movement of Ukrainian na
tionalism which had its roots in the
total disenchantment of Ukrainian
youth with the outcome of the Ukrai
nian Liberation War (1917-20) which
was lost, and as a result the territory
of the Ukrainian National Republic
was divided among Russia, Poland
Rumania and Czecho-Slovakia.
In spite of this fact, the Ukrainian
people, especially the youth, refused
to renounce freedom and national
independence for Ukraine, and con
tinued to struggle against the various
occupants of Ukraine for her free
dom and independence. Though the
world press overflowed with reports
about the situation in western
Ukraine, which at that time was
under Polish rule, the Ukrainians
received little support in the world
forum. \
Finally our U.S. Justice Depart
ment, reviewing the situation there in
the 1920s and 1930s found out about
some nondescript Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) which
most probably opposed the Polish
semi-fascist government because its
members were arrested, tried and
convicted by the Polish occupants of
western Ukraine. The Department of
Justice found the Ukrainian opposi
tion to Poland's reign of terror
incompatible with international law
and objectionable on "moral"
grounds. It found such a movement
hostile to the United States and took

Rabbi cites Ukrainian's letter
World War II Europe to misrepresent
the issues and events which took place
during that period.
The headlines and the information
Dear Editor:
I am sending you a clipping from the given in the articles made one believe
that
the Ukrainians were genuine JewPhiladelphia Inquirer, a letter by Prof.
Maria Bilingsley. which was published haters and Nazi helpers. The record
in the October 16 issue of this leading shows otherwise. According to the best
available sources, in addition to the 6
local newspaper.
The Osidach trial has produced some million Jews-who were exterminated by
the
Nazis, 5.2 million Ukrainians, 3.2
unhealthy feelings between the Jews
and the Ukrainians here, and I felt that million Poles, 1.5 million Byelorussians
Prof. Biiingsley`s letter was a fine and about one-quarter million Gypsies
example of peacemaking. "Blessed are became the other victims of the Nazi
the peacemakers, for they shall be called occupation in Eastern Europe.
As to the facts about Ukrainian
children of God,"said your lord and our
brother Jesus, the son of Joseph and police, yes, there was a Ukrainian force,
as there were French, Polish, Dutch,
Mary.
Czech, etc., police in all GermanRabbi Shlorao Herskowitz occupied countries.
In the case of the Polish police, it is a
Elkins Park, Pa.
known fact that, after the defeat of
Poland
in 1939, the Poles did not want
Below is art excerpt of Maria Biling
sley s letter to the Philadelphia Inquirer. to serve the Germans in such capacity.
But when presented with an ultimatum
that the other choice would be to be
To the Editor:
ruled by Pole-hating criminals, the
The trial of Walter Osidach, the Poles finally gave in.
Ukrainian policeman who was accused
In the case of the Ukrainians, the
of aiding the Nazis in the eterm- situation was similar, except that Ukrai
ination of Jews, has generated some nians entered the police ranks with the
hostile feelings among the Ukrainians hope of getting arms and experience in
and the Jews in the City of Brotherly order to be ready should there be a
Love.
favorable situation for them to organize
But I feel our war is not with the Jews a state. There were no illusions as to
who suffered grealy during the Nazi what the Germans had in mind for us
rule...Our complaint is to the local had they won the war.
The facts will also show that Ger
press, and especially to the editors of the
two leading newspapers, who allow mans alone were engaged in the exterm
reporters with a miniscule knowledge of ination but that local national police
The letter below was received by the
Svoboda editorial offices.
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sides with the Polish oppressors of
Ukraine.

fendant," prove this beyond any
doubt.

In one of the complaints against
Mr. Osidach. the U.S TVnartment
of Justice, for the first time in the his
tory of American jurisprudence,
stated that the defendant "willfully
misrepresented and concealed the
truth" because "he failed to disclose
his membership from approximately
1933 to 1939 in the organization of
the OUN" and "he failed to disclose
his record of arrests, convictions and
imprisonment by Polish authorities
between 1933 and 1939."
The U.S. Department of Justice
in considering the OUN a political
organization "hostile" to the United
States and tossing it together with
other political organizations of the
Nazi and Communist type, indicated
only that the prejudiced and biased
views concerning the Ukrainian
liberation movement have been do
minant in the U.S. Department of
Justice and possibly were encour
aged by the U.S.-Soviet agreement as
announced by U.S. Attorney Gen
eral Benjamin Civiletti late last year.
The OUN was an organization
" fighting for a free and independent
Ukraine and it neither collaborated
with nor assisted the German autho
rities during World War II, but, in
fact, resisted the occupants with all
its force and finally declared war
against the Nazi
occupants
in
Ukraine.
Soviet propaganda, skillfully dis
seminated from Moscow, portrays
all Ukrainian nationalists as Nazis
and the entire Ukrainian people as
willing helpers of Nazi Jew-killing
goon squads. Unfortunately this
propaganda has been believed by the
media in the United States, and such
suggestive headlines of the local
media about the Osidach trial,
as "Nazi Trial," "Nazi War Crime
Suspect," and "War . Crimes De
units were required to gather for deport
ation to the concentration camps both
Jews and non-Jews. The Ukrainian
police had to use force to pick out and
deliver to the Germans Ukrainian men,
women, boys and girls who were
shipped to Germany to work as laborers
and sometimes as whores in German
field bordellos.
I left Ukraine with my parents in 1945
as a small girl, but the memory of an
experience which relates to JewishUkrainian relations still remains in my
mind. It was in the town of Dolyna at
the foothills of the Carpathian moun

The media are treating the Osidach
case in a manner most harmful and
prejudicial to him, although he has
not been pronounced guilty by the
court. He has been subjected to a
most cruel and unusual punishment
by the local media. Such treatment is
un-American, since the Bill of Rights
states that even a convicted person
cannot be subjected to cruel and
unusual punishment. Unfortunately,
Mr. Osidach has been subjected to it
for many years by consistent sensa
tionalizing of his case.
If our courts and our media are
willing to accept, as truth, the witnes
ses and so-called documentation
from the Soviet Union, then it should
also be acceptable to believe the
Soviets when they tell us that they
have been living up to the Helsinki
Accords; that they have no political
prisoners; that neither Jews, Ukraini
ans, Latvians, Lithuanians nor any
others are being persecuted there;
and that they provide all the free
doms which we enjoy in the United
States.
It is the feeling of the Ukrainian
American community that the me
dia's reporting on this case or any
other case of this type should include
enough historical data to put the case
in its proper historical context.
Neglecting to do so, the media inad
vertantly help to paint an incomplete
picture for its readers and expose the
Ukrainian American community to
unjust discrimination on every level
— be it in the neighborhood, the
place of employment or in the
schools. We are certain that this is
not the intent of the media, and we
are hopeful that because of today's
discussion of some of the historical
facts surrounding this case, the
concerns of the Ukrainian American
community will be taken into consid
eration in future reporting.
tains, where my father took me for a
visit with our relatives in, I believe,
1943.
We were walking past a Ukrainian
Catholic church and I noticed a large
placard with perhaps 40 or 50 names. I
asked my father what it represented. He
hesitated for a long while but then,
looking right and left as if making sure
that no one was listening, told me that
those were the names of local leading
Ukrainians who had been hanged in
front of the church because the`Ukrainians of the town and adjoining villages
had been aiding Jews to escape.

Rochester. N.Y.

Rochester, N.Y. \

ORGANIZATIONAL DISTRICT
COMMITTEE MEETING
will be held

j

Sunday, November 9 , 1 9 8 0 , at 5:30 p.m.
Ukrainian Civic Center, S3i Joseph Ave.. Rochester, N.Y.

j

All members ol the District Committee. Convention Delegates end Branch Officers
and Delegates of the fotloviflg Branches are requested to attend:

|
j

36. 66. 89. 217.285.289. 316, 343, 367 and 437
PROGRAM:

|
^

і
1. Opening Remarks.
^
j
2. Review of the organizational work of the District during the past months.
'
3. Discussion of Fait Organizational Campaign which has as its goal the organization of 2 000 !
new members by the end of the year.
і
4. Formation of Convention Committees.
'
5. General UNA topics.
\
6. Questions and answers, adjournment.
Meeting will be attended by
D r . J o h n F H s , UNA Supreme President
All members and non-members are welcome.
D. Prystaj
Secretary

M. Lylak
Treasurer

і
Walter Hawrylak
President
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Rosalynn Carter...
(Continued from page I)

Mrs. Carter focused oft her husband's
efforts to improve the lot of the aged.
President Carter, she noted, increased
government support for senior citizens'
programs and had committed himself to
a secure Society Security system.
The windfall profits tax, she added,
is designed to provide money for the
elderly to pay for the ever-rising cost of
utilities.
She referred to her husband as a
"president of peace. ""I'm proud he kept
our country strong and at peace," she
said, pointing out that "the past seven
presidents couldn't make that statement."
The First Lady emphasized that the
president is a good, honest man, who is
determined to strengthen the United
States by emphasizing moral and spiritual needs. She compared these traits of
the president to those of the Ukrainians,
whom she described as hard-working,
religious, patriotic, family-oriented.
Mrs. Carter also spoke of missing her
daughter Amy, who like Miss Woroch
is 13 and is an eighth-grader.
At the end of her address, M rs. Carter
was presented with a doll in traditional
Ukrainian costume by Pastor Kuchmiak on behalf of the schoolchildren
of the parish, and with a` pysanka
encased in acrylic by Michael Matiash,
on behalf of the parishioners. Mr.

Matiash noted that the gift had been the
idea of Mary Lesawyer.
Mr. Lesawyer also took advantage of
the opportunity to mention that a
Ukrainian, Michael Metrinko, is
among the American hostages in Iran
and to point out that the Ukrainan
community is deeply concerned about
his fate.
During the subsequent press conference held in another room of the school
Mrs. Carter was asked if her visit to the
parochial school signified any change in
the president's position on aid to private
schools. The First Lady said her husband supported aid to "disadvantaged
children" and to children who learn
English as a second language.
Switching to the topic of tuition tax
credits for parents of private-school
students, she admitted that her husband
did not support such a measure, but
claimed that Ronald Reagan's proposal
would benefit only parents of college
students.
Asked why the human-rights issue
seems to have been downplayed recently by the president, Mrs. Carter replied
that this was not the case, but that the
press had simply not focused on the
issue. She remarked that according to a
recent article in The New York Times,
Central American dictators support
Gov. Reagan for president.
Mrs. Carter concluded her historic
visit to the parish by going across the
street to see the interior of St. John's
Ukrainian Catholic Church. Along the
way she shook the hands of many
onlookers.
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The First Lady greets some of the senior citizens who gathered in the St. John's
School auditorium to hear her speak.

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also be
glad to print timely news stories about events that have already taken
place. Black and white photos (or color with good contrast) will also be
accepted.
MAKE,YOURSELF HEARD. Send materials to The Weekly.

Pastor Michael Kuchmiak and the First Lady on the steps of St. John the Baptist
Ukrainian Catholic Church.

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBI^HER AS A PUBUC SERVICE

Yes, I want The Weekly!
This form for new subscribers only.
I would like to subscribe to The Ukrainian Weekly for
Subscription rates: S8 per year for non-UNA members
S5 for UNA members
1 am a member of UNA Branch
D Check or money order for S.
D Bill me.

.is enclosed.

?vh address is: Name
Address
Ukrainian Democrats led by national chairman Joseph Lesawyer were on hand to
greet Rosalynn Carter. From left are: Theodore Lytwyn, Mark Murowany, Mr.
Lesawyer, Robert Cheloc, Michael Matiash, Roman Juzeniw and Mary Lesawyer.

.City
State

. Zip Code.
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UKRAINIAN AMERICANS
Is The HUMAN RIGHTS cause important to you?
if so, please consider the following:
1) During the last foil-term Republican administration, President Nixon and Dr. Kissinger
completely Ignored the issue of human rights in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. Now, the
same Dr. Kissinger is playing an increasingly visible and prominent role in the Reagan campaign.
For the human rights cause, this is a frightening development.

MEANWHILE, it has been the Carter Administration, with Dr. Brzezinski's advice, that
launched the whole American human rights campaign whose reverberations reached into even
the darkest corners of Siberia - giving political prisoners there some desperately needed hope
that the world had not forgotten tnem.
Г

2) During the last full-term Republican administration. President Nixon and Dr. Kissinger
refused to even raise the issue of the condition of incarcerated Ukrainian human rights activists
during their talks with Soviet leaders, despite urgent pleas from the Ukrainian American
community that they do so. Now the same Dr. Kissinger is becoming a principal Reagan foreign
policy adviser.
^

MEANWHILE, it was the Carter Administration, with Dr. Brzezinski's advice, which was
not only willing to inquire about but actually FREED from Soviet imprisonment two Ukrainian
human rights activists, the Rev. Georgi Vins and Valentyn Moroz. In this regard, the contrast
between the Carter administration s record and that of recent Republican administrations could
not be greater!

3) Another recent Republican president, once again on Dr. Kissinger's advice, refused to
even meet with the author of the GULAG ARCHIPELAGO, Alexander Solzhenitsyn. so as not
to offend Soviet sensibilities!

MEANWHILE, President Carter and Dr. Brzezinskihave both met personally with various
human rights activists from the Soviet Union in order to show their great admiration for the
activists' courageous struggle. And, president Carter has himself met with the Ukrainian Helsinki
Monitoring Group's External Representative, General Petro Grigorenko.

4) Various influential Republicans who have Ronald Reagan's ear have suggested that the
Helsinki Accords, those accords which have served as a springboard for a beehive of human and
national rights activity in the Soviet Union and elsewhere, be scrapped. And, except for an
eleventh-hour pre-election statement, both Reagan and his campaign have been ominously silent
about what they think should be done at the Madrid Conference where compliance with the
Helsinki Accords is to be examined.

MEANWHILE, the Carter Administration is firmly committed to maintaining the Helsinki
Accords. And, the Carter Administration has firmly directed the U.S. delegation, which will
include a Ukrainian American, to insist that all Soviet and other human rights violations, as
defined by the Helsinki Accords, be exposed to relentless scrutiny and censure.

5) Another ominous sign in regard to the relationship between a possible Reagan
presidency and American commitment to human rights is to be found in a recent survey of big
business executives, a group with enormous influence in the Reagan camp, in which it was
reported that fully 807r of these executives maintained thai we should NOT try to "export
morality," i.e., human rights initiatives, because this greatly damages trade possibilities with the
Soviet Union!

MEANWHILE, one of the largest and most influential groups in the Democratic Party and
therefore the Carter Administration, the AFL-CIO, has adopted an extraordinarily principled
and courageous stand on human rights, and has committed шле, effort and money to aid toe
cause. Incidentally, it was the AFL-CIO which arranged a meeting between President Carter aad
General Grigorenko. Thus, taking into consideration the PROVEN record of commitment to
human rights on the part of President Carter and Dr. Brzezimkl along with the strong
commitment of the AFL-CIO to see that such policies are continued in the Democratic
administration, it is clear which administration could be depended upon to fully defend the cause
of human rights.

IF YOU CARE ABOUT HUMAN RIGHTS, THE CHOICE IS CLEAR.

On November 4th vote to re-elect
PRESIDENT

JIMMY CARTER
THE P R O V E N CHAMPION OF HUMAN RIGHTS

і

